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TRYOUTS TONIGHT—Tryouts for the next Community Theatre production The Fantasticks" will be in good han-
ds tonight Musk director for the show, Hank Bannon (left), met yesterday with pianist Joe Jackson and theatre
director Richard Valentine making final plans for the auditions tonight from 7:00-900 at the Public Library. Singing
and non-singing roles are available for high school students and adults. Anyone interested in working with any
phase of the production scheduled for mid-October should plan to attend this evening Photo sy {conic B. Gordon.
University Spokesman Says
Campus Buildings Accessible
Responding to the expressed concern
of several citizens, including parents of
students attending Murray State
University, with respect to recent
charges that the closing of 15th Street
will result in inadequate police and fire
protection for the campus, the following
statement was released today by M. C.
Garrott, director of information and
public services at the university.
"The University has made a
conscientious effort to insure
emergency vehicle access to all
buildings. University officials,
including Flavil Robertson, who served
as chief of the Murray Fire Department
for 19 years, periodically review
emergency vehicle access routes.
"Furthermore, all campus
construction plans are reviewed by
architects and engineers from the
Kentucky Department of Finance and
Administration. That department will
not approve any campus construction
unless provisions are made for
adequate emergency vehicle access.
"Presently all campus buildings and
fire hydrants are accessible to fire
control vehicles, and will continue to be










Street have two separate access points
as illustrated in the campus drawing.
The closing of 15th Street has not
changed that fact.
"In addition, 15th Street between
Oliye and Payne is still accessible to
emergency vehicles. Whenever streets
are closed by construction gates, keys
to the padlocks on those gates are
routinely delivered to the city fire and
police departments. Keys to the
padlocks on the Waterfield Library
construction gates have been in the
hands of the City Police and Fire
departments since last November.
"An additional question has .been
raised as to the sufficiency of fire
hydrants to serve campus buildings. If
additional hydrants are needed, the
University will gladly cooperate with
the city since the installation of
additional fire hydrants is a
responsibility of the Murray Water and
Sewer System. It should be noted,
however, that closing 15th Street will
not change the number of fire hydrants
on campus.
"The University an the city police
departments have worked closely





force for the other. That cooperation
was evident during a recent burglary at
a drugstore near the campus when
University security officers assisted in
the investigation, actually being the
first security officers to arrive at the
scene.
"During evening hours the
University with its security officers and
student Racer Patrol actually has more
officers on duty than does the city.
"While the University has made
every reasonable effort to provide
adequate emergency vehicle access to
all parts of the campus — and this task
is more difficult during construction
activity — suggestions for
improvement are always welcome.
"The best way for those suggestions
to be made is through consultations, not
through public charges that wrongly
raise the concern of parents for the
safety of their children, and which have
the consequent possibility of adversely
affecting the University."
Murray Mayor John E. Scott has told
The Murray Ledger ik Times that he
plans to answer a restraining order
See CAMPUS
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EMERGENCY VEHICLE ENTRY POINTS—This map of the Murray 'State University academic campus between
Chestnut and Main StreetoisndicA's.s the various access points (arrows) to the buildings located in that area both
east  and west of North 15 treet accorOing to MSU officials.
Out-Of-State Tuition Break
At MSU To Get Second Look
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —The staff
of the state Council on Higher
Education will take another look at the
council's earlier decision to give some
out-of-state students a. tuition break at
Murray State University.
Last April, ,the council approved a
waiver of out-of-states for students
from 24 counties in Illinois, Indiana and
Missouri, all within 120 miles of
Murray, in a move to help the
university pay off bonds sold to build
campus housing.
But Harry Snyder, council executive
director, said Wednesday after meeting
with members of the Joint Interim
Committee on Education that he wants
to make sure MSU has "done
everything in its power" to increase
occupancy of its residence hails.
He said he wants to know, for
example, if all out-of-state students
admitted this fall under the tuition
waiver program have been required to
live in the MSU dormitories, and
whether the housing policy is strict
enough.
Snyder said he expects to have
figures by next week on the number of
out-of-state students enrolled at MSU
and whether they are living in the
school's residence halls.
Murray State lost 40 per cent of its
out-of-state students from 1967 to 1975,
as tuition increased, forcing the
university to subsidize dormitories and
dining halls by about $365,000 a year,
Snyder said.
He said 600 beds are vacant in MSU
residence halls, the result of over-
building in the 1960's. Even this year's
tuition waiver probably will not fill all
Refuse Pickup Rules
Explained By Wallace
"The City of Murray Sanitation
Department is making a determined
effort to remove unsightly rubbish,
trash, etc., from the city limits,"
Sanitation Department Superintendent
Jerry Wallace said today.
Wallace made the statement in
connection with a request that local
citizens cooperate with the department
in abiding by the rules and regulations
governing trash and garbage pickup by
the Sanitation Department.
Wallace also reminded local
residents and business firms that
beginning Oct. 1, 1977, the use of 55-
gallon barrels as refuse containers at
homes or commercial establishments
will no longer be allowed.
According to city ordinance, refuse
.Several Hearings
Held Wednesday
A New Concord man, J. D. Outland,
was transferred to Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah following a hearing before
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller Wednesday afternoon.
Outland, 50, had been charged with
wanton endangerment in a warrant
taken by his wife.
Hearings were also held Wednesday
for three juveniles who had been held
on separate offenses.
In one of those cases, a 17-year-old
juvenile involved in an incident in
Dexter late Saturday afternoon was put
under the guardianship of the
Department of Child Welfare for an
indefinite period, according to local
officials.
The juvenile had been apprehended
by county and state law officers after
reportedly holding "four or five
persons" hostage with a shotgun.
Another juvenile, charged in
connection with break-ins here, was
also put under the guardianship of the
Department of Child Welfare.
The hearing • for the third juvenile,
charged in connection with a break-in
at the Murray-Calloway County Park,
resulted in.,him being transferred to




Students and former students of the
Adult Learning Center at Murray State
University will gather for the third
annual Reunion and Potluck Supper at 7
p.m. Monday, Sept. 12, in Room 228 of
Roy Stewart Stadium on the campus.
Chuck Guthrie, center director, said
all active students, along with all
former students at the center, are
invited and encouraged to attend and to
bring a guest to share in a good time.
He explained that participants should
bring their favorite covered dish. Soft
drinks and coffee will be provided.
Guthrie emphasized that the event is
informal and that dress will be casual.
Phil Deaver, coordinator of
professional and special activities in
the Center for Continuing Education on
the campus, will speak to the gathering.
Welcome Back Party
Planned For Students
The Dixieland Merchants Association
is sponsoring "welcome back" party
for Murray State University students
tonight at the center on Chestnut Street.
The party will begin at 7,, p. m and
entertainment will be provided by the
Jaraboga Band. The Merchants will
Provide' Coca-Cola and popcorn for
those attending.
containers "shall be of metal or plastic
cans of not less than 20 gallons nor more
than 32 gallons capacity."
The sanitation superintendent said
that the department - must begin
enforcing this regulation in order to
operate efficiently and to help prevent
back injuries to workers.
"A 55-gallon container, loaded with
refuse, is much too heavy for one man
to handle," Wallace said.
Wallace also pointed out the city
regulations governing refuse and its
disposal in the city and noted that,
according to the ordinance, anyone
convicted of violating the regulations,
shall be fined not less than $5 nor more
than $50 and that each day the violation
exists shall constitute a new and
separate offense.
The regulations on refuse pickup are:
Accumulation of Refuse: It shall be
unlawful for any person to cause or
permit the accumulation of refuse in,
about, or upon premises owned,
occupied, or used by them when and if
such accumulation is unsightly,
unsanitary, or hazardous to the
property, life, health, safety, or welfare
or the public.
Maintaining Dump Ground: It shall
be unlawful to deliver refuse to or upon
private property or to maintain a dump
ground, either public or private, for the
deposit of garbage of any kind.
Disposal of Trash: It shall be
unlawful for any person to dispose of
trash within the corporate limits of the
city or elsewhere, except at the land-fill
site.
Scattering Refuse: It shall be
unlawful for any person to throw, place,
or scatter any garbage, rubbish, trash,
Or -other refuse over or upon any
premises, street, or alley, either public
or private, or adjacent thereto, and
either with or without the intent to later
remove, or burn, or to suffer or permit
from the accumulation of refuse, any
presmises owned, occupied or
controlled by any such person to
become or remain offensive,
unsanitary, unsightly, unsafe to public
health, or hazardous from fire.
Union Votes Today
On Contract Change
Members of United Auto Workers
Local 1068 were balloting today on
proposed changes in their contract with
the Tappan Company here.
A union spokesman said that it would
probably be late this afternoon before
the outcome of the voting would be
known.
inside today 
those beds, Snyder told the committee.
He said the tuition waiver is
experimental.
"We don't intend for it to last forever,
just to pay off the mortgage," he said.
-The only alternative is for the state to
pay it from the general fund."
However, several committee
members expressed concern that the
tuition break for out-of-state students
was not a real solution.
Rep. Hoover Dawahare, D-
Whitesburg, suggested that the
See TUITION




U. S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard today announced that of
the first 5,000 questionnaires
returned to his Washington office
this week from west Kentucky
constituents who received them
In the mail last Friday or
Saturday, the responses are as
follows regarding President
Carter's signing the Panama
Canal treaty:




Ralph Bagley of Winter Park, Fla.,
conducted a special lecture-
demonstration program at the Murray
Art Guild on Wednesday, September 7,
from one to four p. m. He has been
sought after for many years for this
type of program, and has a rich
experience as teacher, painter, and
critic, as well as conductor of num€ious
workshops over several states.
The artist will conduct the lecture-
demonstration program at the
Hopkinsville Art Guild on Saturday,
September 10, from 10:00 a. m. to 1:30
p. m.
Monday, September 12, Bagley will
present the program at the Mayfield
Art Guild from 4:00 to 7:00 p. m.
His schedule on Tuesday, September
13, will be from 9:00 a.m. to twelve noon
at the Lakeland Parish near Benton.
These series of lecture-
demonstrations are sponsored by the
Murray Art Guild in cooperation with
the Kentucky Guild Arts Commission.
Persons interested in attempting the
programs may contact Mrs. Hoyt





Three Calloway Countians have been
arrested in connection with an. early
August break-in at a home owned by
May Ramsey on the Vancleave Road in
the county.
Arrested Wednesday afternoon by
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
officers were Sandra Sue Wilson,-Ricky
Lane Parrish and Melissa Butler,
according to officials.
The three were charged with
burglary in the third degree the county
official said. All were released after
posting a bond of $500.
The official said that most of the
property taken in the break-in had been
recovered.
One Section — 16 Pages
The Council on Higher Education is taking a -second
look" at a program that allows sonic out-of-state students
to attend !Vfurray State University at in-state tuition rates.
An editorial opinion on the issue appears on today's
Opinion Page, page 4,
. The Murray High Tigers will face Fulton County in their
first home game of the season Friday. and the Kentucky
State Hardcourt championships will open at Murray State
this weekend. For a complete wrapup of the world of





















Sports 6, 7. 8
partly sunny
Becoming partly sunny today,
high in the low to mid 80s. Partly
cloudy tonight,„lqw in'the mid 60s.
Mostly sunny Friday, high in the
mid 80s.
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'Dean. -AU
ILA By Abigail Van Buren
Xmas Tree Marks
Day Dad Left
DEAR ABBY: A reader wrote in asking what you
' I.Nought of people who still had their Christmas tree up in
May. He suggested that perhaps the men in the white
coats carrying butterfly nets should be called. I'm glad you
didn't join in and ridicule the people whose tree was still up
because ours has been up longer than theirs.
My husband disappeared on December 22nd, 1975, and
no one has heard a word from him since. He helped me put
up our Christmas tree on the 20th of December, and our
kids inow 6,9 and 10) keep begging me not to take the tree
down -until Daddy comes home."
It's still up. My hopes are fading, but you know how kids
are —they never give up, God bless them. •
ALL CRIED OUT
DEAR CRIED: II prayers will help; be assured you have
mine.
DEAR ABBY: Seeing that you answer everything from
A to Z, I was wondering if you'd stop at "D" for dogs.
I have a problem with mine. He's an 8-month-old
shepherd—a terrific dog, but I can't seem to housebreak
him.
He is not dumb, but I can't seem to get the idea across to
him that he has to wait until someone lets him out.
Abby. I have read dog books and followed every
suggestion in the book, from rubbing his nose in the mess
to spanking him within an inch of his life, but nothing has
worked for me.
I hope you1I print this because there must be a way to
housebreak a dog that works, even though it's not in a
book.
DESPAIRINQ
DEAR DESPAIRING: My canine consultant suggests
that you establish a "routine" by walking your dog at set
Limes of the day. If he does what he's supposed to do where
he's supposed to do it, reward him with a treat. And if he
messes in the house, scold him in a harsh tone and "show"
him why you are , displeased. He'll catch on.
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for trying to educate the
public -concerning the handicapped. -
My wife and I are both deaf and mute )please, not "deaf
and dumb") and we use sign language to communicate with
each other.
The reaction of some uninformed people we encounter in
places of business would astonish you.
I'd like to repeat a very old, but true story to make my
point. One afternoon two fine Boston gentlemen were
hanging onto the straps of a trolly. Below them were
seated two deaf-mutes, conversing in sign language.
One of the straphangers whispered to his friend, "I'm
curious about something," whereupon he took a note pad
and pencil from his pocket and wrote, "CAN YOU
WRITE?" Then he handed it to one of the deaf-mutes, who,
after studying it carefully, slowly drew from his pocket an
elegant, expensive fountain pen, emerald in color and
trimmed in gold. Then, with a grand flourish, he penned a
few words on the note pad and handed it back to the
standing gentlemen.
Imagine their chagrin when they read in exquisite
penmanship: -CAN YOU READ?"
AXEL WINTERLANE
DEAR AXEL: Beautiful!
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send 81 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
1240 envelope.
What's 'average' for the
two-month-old baby
Every infant is uniquely individual. Studies
show that from the first month of life, all
babies don't enjoy the same tastes and smells
They don't develop at the same pace either.
Here's an assessment of an "average" infant's
development during its second month.
• Lifts head about four inches and keeps it
in that position about five seconds.
• When held in a verticle position under the
arms, holds head straight.
• Cycles armas and legs smoothly.
• When sitting, holds head erect. It may
still bob.
• Holds toys in hand longer than 10 sec-
onds.
• Grasp becomes voluntary.
• May swipe at objects.
• Reacts to smile by returning smile.
Most Fresh Fruits Need Tender Care
Some fresh fruits like fall
apples and hard winter pears
— will keep for tnonths under
proper conditions. But most
fruits are at their best for only
a few days. All of them should
be carefully handled and
stored, according to a food
specialist with the UK College
of Agriculture's Cooperative
Extension Service.
"Sort fruits carefully as
soon as you get them home,"
says Fudeko Maruyama, "and
remove from fresh eating any
that are dead-ripe or
damaged."
She says you should leave
unripe peaches, pears, plums,
nectarines, avocados and
cantaloupes out in open air at
room temperature to ripen.
Keep them out of direct
sunlight. Space them one
Layer deep so that fruits do not
touch each other.
If you store these fruits in
the refrigerator right away,
they won't continue the




further after picking, so the
way you buy them is the way
you'll be eating them.
Maruyama says that the
length of time a fresh fruit will
retain its high quality under
home storage conditions will
vary with the stage of ripeness
and the condition it was in
when you bought it. However,
the following can serve as a
guide for how long different
ripe fruits may be held in the
refrigerator and keep their
high quality.
APPLES, eating ripe - 1
v.eek.
AVOCADOS - 1 week.
CRANBERRIES - 1 week
GRAPES - 3 to 5 days.
NECTARINES -3 to 5 days.
PEACHES - 3 to 5 days.
PEARS - 3 to 5 days.
PLUMS - 3 to 5 days.
STRAWBERRIES - 1 to 2
days.
WATERMELONS - 3 to 5
days.
CANTALOUPES - 3 to 5
days.
Once fruit has been cut into,
it's very perishable. Store in
NORTH CALLOWAY PTC OFFICERS presided at the first meeting of the Parent-
Teachir _Club held Thursday, September 1, with a potluck supper preceding the
meeting. Ann Brooks, center, was elected as treasurer to fill a resignation. Other of-
ficers are, left to right, Maurita Burkeen, Karen Goetz, Faye Key, and J. W. Jones,
president, who presided and presented a check for $500 to James Feltner, principal, to
be used toward the football program. Mr. Feltner introduced all the new teachers and
presented the new programs that will be added to the curriculum this year. Mr. Jones
thanked the people that participated in the recent work day at the school and said
another work day was planned for Saturday, September 10, from eight a.m. to twelve
noon. The president invited all persons to be at the school on Saturday morning to
help at the work day.





CHICAGO I AP) — Women
who have had breast cancer
operations should not be
stigmatized for wanting
plastic surgery to give them a
new breast rather than a
prosthesis made of cloth or
plastic, says an American
Cancer Society official.
"It seems grossly unfair
that once she has lost her
breast, there is a stigma
attached to wanting to gct it
back," Francine E. Timothy
told the society's second
national conference on human
values and cancer on
Wednesday.
"Whether a woman can
have breast reconstruction is
entirely up to the surgeon, but
she should at least be allowed
to want one without being
judged," said Mrs. Timothy,
who is director of the society's
Reach to Recovery Program
and who has had a breast
removed. The agency is
designed to help women who
have had mastectornies, or
surgical removal of the
breast. •
'For some women, the hope
of an eventual (breast)
reconstruction is the one thing
that makes them hold on to life
which may already be
complicated or depressing"
because of a breast
amputation, she told about
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"Elvis On Tour" 7:30
& "Stay Away, Joe" 9:15
Starts Tomorrow
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"Any amputation is a
terrible thing, but some
amputations are more
symbolic than others, and this
particular one causes an
internal turmoil that logical
reasoning doesn't quiet," said
Mrs. Timothy.
Many woman have no idea
to whom they could ask
questions about a
reconstruction, and often
don't ask at all out of timidity.
It is the fear of being judged
vain or frivolous that keeps
some women from looking into
the possibilities, she said.
Artificial breasts, made of
cloth and plastic, are worn by
thousands of women who have
lost a breast to cancer.
Instead of prosthesis, many
women wish to have plastic
surgery to give them a new
breast, and they have many
reasons for the desire, said
Mrs. Timothy, who said she
has not had plastic surgery.
"Imagine, each one of you,
that every single morning you
must attach an extra thing to
your body, a thing of
considerable weight which
you can't forget, ever, during
the day because it must
constantly be checked," Mrs.
Timothy said.
"In my interviews with
operated women, I found that
young women ca re
desperately about being
obliged to live with only one
breast, but I found that
married women care as much,
and single women care as




reconstruction is almost more
important to an older woman.
A mastectomy is particularly
hard on a woman who is
already having trouble
accepting the fact .of growing
older."
Closet Organizer
Shelves or drawers built into
closets under shirts organize
storage, better utilize usually
wasted space. Shot racks may be '
added, built of easily worked
western pine.
refrigerator, wrapped in
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are moving to a new location
305 South 8th St.





















'- Summer 8 Fall
Tops for Guys & Gals
Jackets
a
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To Wed In October After-School Snack Time Easy With Milk Products
Mess Jill Falwell
and Howard Glen Ilatliis
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Falwell of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jill
Denise, to Howard Glen Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
D. Mathis of Murray.
The bride-to-be is a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently attending Murray State University.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Falwell of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ira Smith of Farmington.
Mr. Mathis is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is also attending Murray State University. He is
r- presently employed at Joe Todd Motor Sales in Murray. He is
the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis of Murray and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ernstberger.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, October 22, at 6:30
p. m. at the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray. A recep-
tion will follow the wedding ceremony. All friends and
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Now is moving time for
some of our plants. Peonies
and lily of the valley roots are
among those that may need
thinning.
Lilies of the valley need
deep rich soil. They multiply
so fast that in two or three
years the bed will become so
crowded that they will not
bloom so well. Day lilies can
also be thinned out now.
/ere is a lot that can be
done in the next few weeks.
Cleaning up time is here. Dead
branches, dead blossoms, any
other debris that collects
around the base of a plant
should be taken away. It not
only makes the flower bed
look neater, but it will leave no
place for insects to find a
winter's home.
One plant I have missed this
summer is the Lantana. It is
one of the old favorites, and I
always hated to see the frost
catch it in the fall. We are a
little too far north to leave
them outdoors during the
winter. But they are cheap
and easy to obtain and among
the brightest of summer
flowers.
I think I will concentrate on
some of the old-fashioned
blossoms next spring. I
remember the Verbena and
the Four-o-clocks and the
nasturtiums in my mother's
yard. I remember a little
yellow bowl that we called the
nasturtium bowl, because
they seemed to just fit in it
with their bright blooms
spilling all around. We need
some of the old ones, to mix in
with the new hybrid blossoms
that are so exotic and lovely.
I have always believed in
making your yard your own.
Express yourself in your
planting. Put your favorite
colors and textures to work.,
make a pattern that suits you.
We feel more at home in a
garden of this sort, rather
than a formal design laid out
by a professional. I would be
miserable in a place like that,
and I expect I would always be
poking around changing
things more to my liking.
Don't be afraid to be an
individual You may think
others know more about
gardening than you do, but
you learn by doing. Each year
we make changes Sometimes
I am surprised that a certain
plant lives, because I have
moved it around until I find a
place that I like.
That is why it is a good thing
to go out in the yard and look
at it as an outsider would. You
can get a better perspective
that way and can have a more
orderly plan.
That is what September is
for. Not only, do we take care
of our old plants, but begin to
think of fall planting. Do try to















If the opportunity presents itself, go down to the sea for sea
shells and come up with some nifty planters for mini-bouquets.
Or use old pill bottles, salt or pepper shakers, demitasse cups or
vaniNa bottles beside your salad plates or wine glasses. Think
several small arrangements for your dinner party instead of the
traditional center piece. A few sprigs from your potted begonias
or African violets, some interesting leaves from your coleus Of
textured foliage plants make charming tiny bouquets. They do
not take up any space and add a cheerful touch to ant table. Or
try one on your hors d'oeuvre tray in a large clam shell. There is
no end to the effects you can dream up if you think small and
use your houseplants and containers in a creative way.
Our floral designers at SHIRLEY FlORIST & GARDEN CENTER,
502 North Fourth Street 753-3251, 753-8944 are very creative so
rely on us for aN your floral needs. We can provide' both the
flowers and the pot of if you have something special you would
like us to use bring it in and we wil do the rest. As members of
FTD, Teleflora and APS we can send tour floral messages almost
anywhere in the world. "Flowers and Plants for, all Occasions"
Hours: Mort-Sat. 8-5.
FLOWER '
Add shelving, glass doors and fluorescent lights to an unused
closet toprovide iferrarium atmosphere for your plagts.
• •
ATLANTA, Ga. — Back to
school time means after-
school snack time. Sometimes
it's a challenge to find foods
that will be accepted by
youngsters — and at the same
time be nourishing.
Fortunately, there are milk
and dairy products to turn to.
They are nourishing and can
be prepared in ways that are
appealing to children. And,
right now, the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA )
advises that they are also
plentiful.
USDA marketing specialists
report that although Sep-
tember milk output will be
seasonally lower than last
spring-s output, it should be
above the Sept. 1976 level.
Butter, cheese, instant nonfat
dry milk and other dairy
products are also in abundant
supply.
Milk and dairy products are
one of the "Basic Four" food
groups — essential in order to
keep strong and healthy. They
provide calcium to help grow
sound bones and teeth, and
protein to help build and
repair body tissues and fight
infection. They are also a good
source of riboflavin, a B
vitamin that helps keep skin
healthy .and vision clear.
Milk and dairy products can
add new dimensions in menu
planning. Try these recipes
which have been tested in
USDA kitchens:




The Xi Alpha Delta chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its first
meeting of the 1977-78 year on
Thursday, September 1, at the
Ellis Center.
The program was presented
by Richard Valentine of the
Murray Calloway County
Community Theatre. He was
assisted by Bryan Bartlett.
A business meeting was held
and Beth Lasater was chosen
by her sisters as the 1978
Valentine Queen.
Refreshments were served






Brandon, Joyce Gibson, Pam
Thornton, Shirley Martin,
Linda Hodge, Rowena Em-
merson, Joyce Thomas,
Debbie Lyons, Brenda Estes,
Peggy Shoemaker, Beth
Lasater, Lois Ruiz, and
Rheanetta Coleman.
Hard-cooked eggs are usually
easiest to peel if you crackle
the shells as soon as they are
cooked. And another tip: start
peeling the eggs at air-cell end.
about 1 cup each): Mix one-
third cup maple syruP. 1
tablespoon molasses and . 5
cups milk. Stir well. Cut I pint
vanilla ice cream into 6 pieces
and place 1 piece in each
glass. Pour maple mixture
over ice cream and serve
immediately. Calories per




Mrs. Phil McCuiston, the
former Rita Crittendon, was
honored with two prenuptial
events prior to her recent
marriage.
A tea was held in the Red
Room of the Holiday Inn,
Murray, with Mesdames
Isaac Dowdy, Kenneth Clark,
Alfred Williams, Guy Luther,
Jim Kelly, Charles Bizkeen,
Bill Outland, James Outland,
Charles Outland, Ron McNutt,
Henry Willoughby, Charles
Henry, and Nuel McNutt as
hostesses.
One hundred persons at-
tended or sent gifts.
The fellowship hall of the
Bell City Baptist Church was
the scene of a tea held in her
honor. The hostesses were
Mrs. Hubert Paschall, Mrs.
Deese Towery, Mrs. Elmo
Williams, and Mrs. Roger
Ward.
Two hundred persons were




The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met at the
home of Pauline Wainscott on
Tuesday evening, September
6, for the regular monthly
meeting,,with Modelle Miller,
president, presiding.
Reports were given by the
secretary, Alma McNeely.
Officers elected for the new













For the devotion a
discussion was held on the
Apostle Andrew.
A social hour Was held and
refreshments of cake, ice
cream, and coffee were
served by Mrs. Wainscott.
calories, use skim milk in




each): Thaw 1 ten-ounce
Package of frozen
strawberries until soft but still
very cold, crush. Add 1 quart
milk and 1 cup instant nonfat
drs milk to strawberries and
blend thoroughly. Add 1 quart
slightly softened strawberry
ice cream and beat or shake
Just enough to blend
ingredients. Pour into tall
glasses and serve im-
mediately. Calories per
serving: About 370.
Cheese Bread Sticks (makes
24 bread sticks): Stir together
114 cups unsifted flour, 2
teaspoons baking powder and
44 teaspoon salt. Mix in one-
third cup shortening until the
mixture resembles coarse
cornmeal. With a fork, stir in 1
sup or 4 ounces shredded
Sharp cheddar cheese. Stir in
14 cup milk gradually, using
Just enoukh to make a dough
that is soft, but not sticky.
Preheat oven to 450 degrees F.
Put dough on a lightly floured
surface and knead a ftw
times. Roll pieces of dough
between palms to form pencil-
like shapes about "2 inch in
diameter and 4 inches long.
Roll dough in poppy seeds if
desired. Bake on an ungreased
baking sheet about 10 minutes.









support pantyhose $100 off
Reg 5 95 Now 4
support stockings 70 off,








What a marvelous way to bundle up against the cold
and keep your fashion wits about you. When the
weather calls for that warm, warm coat, you'll
find it at Bright's! We have all of the latest and
most wanted styles in pantcoat and regular lengths.
And, many are trimmed with luxurious fur from all
points of the world. Hurry in today and lay-away
your selection at Bright's on the Court Square.
Junior and missy sizes priced at 58.00 to 220.00
'ffl`
54stealing Is
The dresses busy women want for the office, at home or
away can always be found at Bright's, your fashion leader
in Murray. Swing into Fall fashion in the perfect dress
morning 'til evening, city or country, expressly tailored
for you. You'll find all of the styles you have been
hearing about in your favorite fall colors and
textures. Junior, missy and half-sizes at 28.00 to 78.00
For the woman who
knows what she wants.
Her fashion choice. this
Life Stride fashion wedge, up-
dated with a colorful bottom panel
for added flair. Available in red/black
or cameliblaci at only 25.00
life
Stride.





Newcomers Club will have its
annual salad supper and
fashion show at 6:30 p.m. in
the Comm wiity Room of the
North Branch- of Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six p,
ni.
Murray Chapter ,No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Blood River Association
board meeting will meet at.
Murray at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, September 9
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs Charlie Robertson at 1:30
p ni
Calloway County United
Methodist Men will hold its
aniffual all church family
gathering at 6:30 p.m. at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church, • Murray,
with Dr. Harry Sparks as
speaker.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and one
p.m. Call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m.
for morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
Watermelon— bust by
Lambda Chi Alpha will be in
the Cutchin Recreational
complex from 3:30 to nine
p.m. Public invited as spec-
tators.
Exhibits of photography by
Ronald Hill, Bardstown, and
of three-dimensional design
by James Richard Hubbard,
Puryear, Tn., will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, through See-
tember 21.
Roadside sale will be at
Deward Chapel Church,
Highway 94 East, starting at
eight a. m.
Saturday, September 10
The roadside sale at Deward
Chapel Church, Highway 94
East, will continue starting at
eight a. m.
Four wheel drag racing will
be at the Jaycee Fairgrounds
at seven p.m.
Night Visual, .l hour drive
searching for elusive wildlife,
will start at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
8:30 p.m. .
Band video tape of vKC and
the Sunshine Band" will be
shown from eight a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
University, through Sep—i
tember 19. Admission is free
Work day will be held by the
North Calloway FTC at the
North School from eight a.m.
to twelve noon.
Sunday, September 11
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Hunter will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the home of their son, Eugene
Hunter, from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Stokes
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of their
son, Will Ed Stokes, Murray
Route Six, Highway 94 East
then on A.B. Lassiter Road,
from two to four p.m. No gifts
please.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irvin will
be honored on , their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Pat
Trevathan, „Dodd Road in
Locust Grove .community,
from two to five p.m. No gifts
please.
A reception honoring Mr.
and Mrs. J. Oacus Bedwell in
celebration of their, 40th
wedding anniversary will be
held at the Oak Grove Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church
from two to four p.m.
Dedication ceremony for the
new lodge hall of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Ac-
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AIM p allimoridir.
144 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
288-tablet size!
72 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
144-tablet size! 
36 Tablets FREE






Vows To Be Read
Ilirriam Hendon
and %lurk Allen Ferguson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hendon announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Mirriam, to
Mark Allen Ferguson, son of Mrs. Clyde Willoughby and
Graves Ferguson of Murray.
Miss Hendon is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and is
now a senior at Murray State University where she is majoring
in elementary education.
Mr. Ferguson is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed at D & W Auto Parts, Murray.
The wedding ceremony will take place at the University
Church of Christ, Murray, on Friday, November 4, at seven p.
m. A reception will follow immediately in the church
fellowship hall.
Only out of town invitations are being sent. All friends and
relatives of the couple are invited to attend both the wedding
and the reception.
Smith-Brandon Vows
To Be Read Saturday
Plans for the marriage of
Miss Donna Ruth Smith,
youngest daughter of Mr. and
MrS. Edgar Smith, to Randall
Howard Brandon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Brandon,
have been completed.
The Rev. Calvin Wilkins will
perform the double ring
ceremony on Saturday,
September 10, at three p.m. at
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Gina
Hopkins, organist, and Terri
Erwin and Tony McClure,
vocalists.
Miss Smith has chosen her
Sorontv Chapter
Has Supper Mee. t
At Vaughn Home
The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
held its beginning day on
Thursday, August 25, at the
home of Edna Vaughn. A
potluck supper was served.
A short business session was
held with each committee
chairman outlining the plans
for the coming year.
Those present were Edna




.1 Marsha Horton, Brenda
Jones, Linda Rogers, Linda
Fain, and Dortha Stubblefield.
Dr. Richard R. Cunningham
FACOG PSC
Obstetrics And Gynecology





After Hours And Weekends
759-1550
•
sister, Miss Bonnie Smith, as
her maid of honor. The
bridesmaids will be Miss
Lone Brandon and Miss
Tammy Outland.
Mr. Brandon has selected
his father to serve as his best
man. Groomsmen and ushers
will be Roger Brandon, Earl
Brandon, and Gene Paul King.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the Church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of
town invitations have been
sent.
E. D. Fulton Is
Honored Sunday,
100th Birthday
The family of E.D. Fulton
honored their father on his
100th birthday on Sunday,
September 4, at his home in
Clarksville, Tn.
Mr. Fulton formerly resided
in the Kirksey area before
moving to Clarksville. He
resides with his daughter,
Miss Gladys Fulton, retired
registered nurse from Van-
derbilt Hospital, Nashville,
Tn. He has three sons, Noble,
Eura, and Erie Fulton, all of
Clarksville, and another
daughter, Mrs. Martin
ILucille) Withers of Her-
mitage, Tn. He has grand-
children, great grand
children, and great great
grandchildren, who were all
present except one who is in a
veterinary school.
The 100 year old man is able
to talk with hisKfamily and
- friends, but, is now blind. His
wife was the former Ella Mae
Doran. She died about twelve
years ago and was buried at
Asberry Cemetery near
Coldwater.
Those attending from this
area were Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Belcher, Ellis
Wrather, all of Almo; Mr. and
HOSPITAL NEWS
August 29, 1977
Adults 126 Nursery 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS




Mrs. Phillis N. Williams and
Baby Girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Mary E. Lowe and Baby
Boy, 815 Broad, Murray, Mrs.
Lana A. Ward and Baby Girl,
Box 790 Lake Barkley, Cadiz,
Mrs. Fara K. Erwin and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Sharon M. Scott, Rt. 1, Box
418, Murray, Mrs. Gwendolyn
A. Harper, Rt. 8, Box 272,
Benton, Miss Kristi L.
Graham, Box 26, Alin°, Mrs.
Vicky M. Carter, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Edward 0. Chadwick, 106 S.
12th, , Murray, Mrs. Addie
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray,
Raymond L. Burkeen, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Helen J. Janusz,
522 Shady Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Nettie A. Haynes, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Mrs. Mary L.
Walker, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Annie Wyatt, 504 N. 5th,
Murray, Mrs. Rachel Crouse
(expired), Rt. 2, Murray.
A Baby?...Yes
NEW YORK AP - A
couple of years ago Dr. Eill.;:i-
beth M. Whelan wrote a book,
-A Baby? . „Maybe,- whict
originated from the dilemma
she and her husband faced
about whether or not, to have
children and reflected the cigar'.
dary of many American
couples who debate the pro.
and cons of parenthood.
Recently Dr. Whelan, who
runs a preparenthood coun-
seling service, and her hus-
band, attorney Stephen Thomas
Whelan, announced the birth of
a daughter, Christine.
"After we looked at the pros
and cons and weighed all pos-
sible alternatives as scien-
tifically as we could, we finally
realized that what, we were
dealing with wa% basically an
emotional decision," she said
We felt — for no fully rational
reason — that we didnA want
to miss the experience Of has.
ing at-lcast one child."
Mrs. 'Jhn Hughes, Paducah;
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Fulton, Mr.
and Mrs. Hobert Morgan, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Edison Hughes,
and daughter, Zandara, Mr.
and Mrs. Dudley Hughes, all
of Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Johnson, Kirksey; Mr. and




Pairings for,, the In-
termediate Group of Women's
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club for play on Tuesday,
September 13, at 9:00 a. m.
have been released as follows:
Court No. One — Lochie
Landolt and Junta Hughes vs.
Charlotte Gregory and Agnes
Payne.
Court No. Two — Penny
Cappock and Kay Ray vs.
Nancy Ryan and Lynn Stout.
Court No. Three — Nancy
Fandrich vs. Mary Frank
Valentine.
Persons serving as sub-
stitutes are Jane Prince,
Vickie Miller, Janie Ryan,
Marilyn Adkins, Sheila
Grogan, and Pat Thompson.
Bride-elect Honored With
Tea At The Peoples Bank
The Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank was the scene of
a tea honoring Miss Donna
Smith, bride-elect of Randall




Thomas Jones, J. D. Outland,
G. T. Brandon, Marvin Harris,
Bruce Thomas, Gene Parker,
Patrick Estes, Brent Outland,
Allen Rose, and Billy Roberts
were the hostesses for the
bridal occasion.
Miss Smith chose to wear
for the event a floor length
dress of yellow dotted swiss
and was presented a matching
corsage of carnations by the
hostesses. Her mother, Mrs.
Edgar Smith and the
prospective groom's mother,
Mrs. Howard Brandon, also
wore floor length dresses and
corsages of carnations.
The tea table was draped to
the floor with a fitted lace
cloth. A silver wine cooler
filled with roses was placed at
the center and flanked by two
candelabra holding white
tapers. A fruit punch was
served with a variety of party
sandwiches and sweets.
Miss Bonnie Smith, sister of
the bride-elect, presided at the ,
register table which was
covered with a white em-
broidered cloth and decorated
with a special arrangement of
roses. Each of the small tables
provided for seating were also
covered with a white cloth and
centered with roses.
Friends called between the
hours of two to four p. m. The
hostesses' gift to the honoree
was a steam iron.






,* Central Shopping Center - Murray, Ky. ulizrovatt,Racui. Cohupbcfidedie, 16,)
GENUINE BUCKSKIN LEATHER
Buckskin leather coat with
dyed to match real lamb collar
comes in the latest fall colors
of earth brown and rust, sizes





Fall Junior, Misses, and
Halfsize Dresses on sale.
Soft mellow colors.
1/3 to 40% OFF
NEW FALL SPORTSWEAR
FAMOUS NAME
• JACKETS • SKIRTS PANTS
• SHIRTS • VESTS • SWEARS
1/3 to 40% OFF
FASHION JEANS
Stock up on your favorite jeans
for back to school.
Regular 19.99 999
FLEECE ROBES
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The state Council on Higher
Education staff and CHE
executive director Harry
Snyder are planning to take a
second look at the waiver of
out-of-state tuition for some
students at Murray State
University.
We can not take issue with
the need for further evaluation
of the innovative plan — which
allows students from 25 coun-
ties -in Indiana, Illinois and
Missouri to attend MSU at in-
state tuition rates — but we
think that a second look at this
time is premature.
The plan was only adopted by
the CHE in April of this year
and many high school seniors
were already committed to at-
tend other colleges by that
time. We do not feel that the full
impact of the tuition waiver
plan will be felt until the fall
semester of 1978.
That would be the time, in our
estimation, for the plan to be
reevaluated.
The tuition break for out-of-
state students was instituted to
help Murray State pay off a
debt on dormitories built in the
sixties. Between 1967 and 1975,
MSU lost 40 per cent of its out-
of-state students as their tuition
increased and the university
has been forced to subsidize
dormitories and dining halls by
about $365,000 per year, ac-
cording to Snyder.
The out-of-state tuition
waiver, to us, shows promise of
bailing Murray State out of its
underpopulated dormitory
problem. But it will take time
Today In' History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, September 8th,
the 251st day of 1977. There are 114 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1935, Senator Huey
Long of Louisiana was shot at Baton
Rouge. He died two days later.
On this date:
In 1565, a Spanish expedition landed
at what is now St. Augustine, Florida
and founded the first permanent
European settlement in North
America.
In 1664, Peter Stuyvesant
surrendered New Amsterdam to the
British.
In 1760, Wisconsin came under
British control after being French
territory.
In 1855, the Crimean War ended.
In 1883, construction of the Northern
Pacific railroad was completed with
the driving of the last spike near
Garrison, Mont.
In 1934, 134 people lost their lives in a
fire aboard the liner Morro Castle off
the New Jersey coast.
Ten years ago: Teacher disputes
across the country kept more than
600,000 pupils out of school.
Five years ago: Scores of Israeli
planes attacked Palestinian guerrilla
bases in Syria and Lebanon — in
reprisal for the massacre of Israeli
athletes at the Munich Olympic games.
One year ago: The Civil Service
Commission ordered the deletion of all
political loyalty questions from
standard job applications in
compliance with a court ruling.
Letter To rthe Editor
Thanks
Dear Editor:
I wish to thank you for running our
summer recreation schedule in the
Murray Ledger & Times for the past
few months. We have had many people
mention that they had become aware of
our program as a result of your paper.
So many times local people feel as
though they are not welcome at our
programs. Thanks to you we are
beginning to ,ange that attitude.It
We will , ' coordinating several
special prog ams during the winter
months. I will let you know of them as
more details are available.






for the results to become
evident.
We urge Mr. Snyder and the
CHE to continue to collect data
on the program in the coming
months in an effort to deter-
mine its effectiveness. We also
urge Mr. Snyder and the CHE
staff to give the program
enough time that it can be ef-
fectively evaluated.
To rescind the program at
this time would be an injustice
not only to the university, but to




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Computermania, a computer
exposition, wound up recently in
Boston. More than 400 exhibits of
computers, unusual calculators, video
games, video recorders, programs and
accessories were on display.
The computer revolution has been
going on for 20 years. It is in full swing.
Computer techhology has taken several
giant leaps forward. Computer
applications have fallen behind the
technology and will take many years to
catch up. Meanwhile, further
revolutionary advances in. the
technology may be antiOated.
Business and industry have been in
the forefront of the computer
revolution. Now the computer is
coming into the home, not simply in the
form of calculators but in more
sophisticated guise — to perform tasks
like fiscal record keeping, and to
provide entertainment.
The role of computers in the home
will be greatly expanded by the
availability of new communications
channels via cable connections and
satellite links.
Our computermania may seem like
insanity at times but that is only
because the possibilities of the




The United States Public Health
Service has compiled statistics that
show that single people suffer less from
spells of dizziness than married people.
So what else is new?
0+0
It may be surprising to learn that the
federal government spends more than
$78 million to peep tobacco growing and
another $8 million to discourage, the
public from smoking it. But
government historically has worked at
cross-purposes. And if 'this is
inconsistent procedure, the
government usually is consistent about
it, as it is just in this area of things to
smoke.
We have in mind the Carter
administration's proposal on
marijuana, which discourages its sale
and distribution but encourages, by
decriminalizing small possession, its
use. If this administration or any other
ever decides just to legalize the whole
marijuana business, we don't doubt
that government will remain
inconsistently consistent, maybe by
spending,$78 million to keep marijuana
growing, and another $8 million to





WASHINGTON (AP) — Secret
Service bodyguards assigned to White
House duty often find themselves cast
as sphinx-like witnesses to history.
Some also become culture vultures, if
only by osmosis.
Take the case of Richard Keiser, the
chief of President Carter's bodyguard
force. He has seen the durable musical
"Man of La Mancha" so often it must
seem like "The Impossible
Dream,"which of course is the hit song
of the show.
Keiser first saw the musical with
Lynda Bird Johnson, then his principal
protectee, when Richard Kitty created
the role on Broadway dnring the
administrationaf Lyndon B. Johnson.
The veteran Secret Service agent saw
it again when Lynda, Bird went back
with her beau of the moment, actor
George Hamilton.
Then Lynda returned with her
mother, Lady Bird, and Keiser was
there.
When Jose Ferrer took over the title
role from Kiley, Lynda Bird returned
for the fourth time. Of course, Keiser
was present.
Keiser supposed he had seen the show
for the last time when he took his wife to
see it.
But this was not to be. He returned to
"Man of La Mancha" at the National
Theater here last month when the
President and Mrs. Carter saw it with
Kiley back as the star.
"It's a good thing I like it," said
Keiser. "Truly it's one of my favorites.
But the time I really enjoyed it was
when I took my wife."
On the five other occasions, Keiser
was too busy bodyguarding to
concentrate on the action on stage.
Jody Powell, the White House prtss
secretary, confessed last week that he
feets he has been barraged with sticks
and stones as he has fielded questions
about-budget chief Bert Lance. When a
reporter asked how long Powell had
harbored this feeling, the Carter
stakesman ;demonstrated that his sense
of humor has not deserted him.
"Actually," Powell replied, "it stems
from an incident at age 2 when I
repeated a statement my father had
made and my mother washed out my
mouth with soap. I stated I did not think
that was fair inasmuch as my father
had said the same thing. She agreed to
take it up with my father when he came
home, and he whipped my fanny. And
ever since that time I have had the
feeling that the world was indeed not
fair."
In his first seven months in office.
Carter has been an enthusiastic devotee
of the theater, music and ballet. Unlike
-other recent presidents, however, he
hasn't wasted any time on spectator
sports — at least in public.
But just last Sunday he provided a
hint that he watches some televised
sports when he telephoned
congratulations to 14-year-old Tracy
Austin after a network broadcast of her
preliminary-round win in the U.S. Opt"
tennis tournament. Carter is a tenni:,
player.
The last time Carter let it be kno,A r
he was watching TV sports was when
tarried during his campaign to watch
few innings of the World Series.
Bible Thought
jhese things have I spoken unto
IOW, that my joy might remain in
you, and that your joy might be full.
John 15:11.
Of course, we know, that we ca-
never contain or keep joy, it mii-•
be continually given away. [hat
the manner of God . . always to
be giving ioy! .
Garrott's Galley it) 'I.( .11,arrtill
A Couple Telephone
Calls In The Night
Late one evening recently I was
suddenly awakened from a nap on the
floor before the TV by the ringing of the
telephone. I thought at first that it was
J. W. Pitman calling with an impulsive
suggestion for a column. He comes up
with some of my best■ideas.
Instead, a voice said, "Mr. M. C.,
Garrott, please. This is the White House
calAg."
"Now I wonder who is trying to pull
my leg," I thought as I replied, 'This is
Mr. Garrott at General Washington's
headquarters at Valley Forge. What
can! do for your
A laugh came over the wire as a
man's voice came on. "It's Dale, Uncle
M, and that's right. I am calling from
the White House."
Dale is Dale Wilson, one of our
Murray State graduates and now a
Secret Service agent at the White House
in Washington. 'He also is married to
my one and only niece, Sheryl, also a
Murray graduate. He wanted to know
when Murray's Homecoming weekend
would be. They wanted to come down
for it.
October 29, I told him, and that we
would be delighted to have them in town
for all the festivities. They plan to bring
another couple with them.,
When Dale, a real Yankee from the
Buffalo, N. Y., area who talks with an
accent just like Roy Kain's, graduated
from Murray State in 1970. He went to
Atlanta to teach and coach in a high
school, and it was during a Career Day
program that he met a Secret Service
representative, became interested in
the Service and applied for one of the
agent appointments. -
After being carefully investigated by
virtually everybody in the national
government, he was appointed and
assigned to the Savannah, Ga., office.
From Savannah, he roamed all over
the southeast, running down
counterfeiters. moonshiners. income
tax evaders and what-have-you before
being reassigned to the White House a
little more than a year ago. He also was
given many special assignments from
Washington.
He has been to the Middle East with
Nixon, with Mrs. Nixon, the Fords and
others, but most of his traveling until
recently was with Henry Kissinger, the
former secretary of state. This was a
real gypsy life as Kissinger constantly
was on the move.
During the presidential campaigns
last year, Dale was with several of the
candidates at one time or another and
spent a lot of time standing under the
trees on the lawn of Jimmy Carter's
Plains, Ga., home, especially after he
was elected.
Presently, his White House duty
involves providing security for Rosalyn
Carter, the President's wife, and she
stays at home a lot like a good wife
should. He has found this duty to be a
tremendous relief from the suitcase life
he lived with the Kissinger entourage.
He and Sheryl and their 20-month-old
daughter, Courtney, live in Reston, Va.,
the much-publicized model community
built some ,20 years ago out from
Washington near Dulles Airport, and
he's living a different life now — that of
being able to spend more time with his
family.
Dale loves his work, but he is pretty
tight-lipped about it, which is easily
understood.
++++++
I had barely stretaied out on the floor
again and had just tucked my favorite
pillow under my head before the phone
rang a second time.
This time, as strange as it may seem,
it was Frank Toth, the man-who served
with me for two years during World
Warr II as the first sergeant of my
company. I haven't seen him for at
least 15 years.
Frank lives in ,San. Antonio,. Tex.,
where we were stationed and where he
met a local girl and married. e came
from Youngstown, Ohio, the' son of
Hungarian immigrants. In fact, his
parents could not speak English When
we were in the Army together.
Frank's ability to speak Hungarian
turned out to be a Godsend later when
in France we had a dozen Hungarian
prisoners of war assigned to our unit to
"do the chores." He could tell them
what to do, praise their work and cuss
them out in their native language, and
they loved him dearly.
Frank is getting near retirement
now. He is a salesman with a San
Antonio meat packing plant, a job he
has held since returning to Texas after
the war. He is looking forward to
turning in his order book.
"I was just sitting here thinking
about you," he said to start our long
distance visit, "and just thought I
would trace you down and give you a
call." We must have talked for 30
minutes, reminiscing and making
tentative plans for locating all the
fellows in our unit and trying to hold
some kind of a reunion while we could
still get there.
It was really a warm feeling to be
remembered by one so far away.




Bids were opened yesterday on fifty
elderly housing units in Murrax and
work is expected to get underway soon.
Quality Construction Company was the
low bidder with the amount of $439,000.
B. H. Cornett and J. -Tip Miller of
Murray are now in Fairbanks, Alaska,
working to help restore the Baptist
churches there which were damaged by
the recent floods in August. They will
work without pay for two weeks.
Deaths reported include Jesse
Franklin Bland and Aron Thorpe.
Jerald Brent McNutt, Thomas
Brandon, and Ronald Lee Fox have
enlisted in the United States Navy.
Births reported include twin girls to




of the Murray Jaycees were in Fulton
September 5 to charter the Fulton
Chapter. Harold Beaman, Murray
president, presented the charter and
gavel to the new group.
R. L. Cooper, administrative
assistant of the Calloway County Health
Department, announced that the
tuberculosis x-ray trailer will be in
Murray starting September 10.
Officers of the Faxon Mothers Club
are Mrs. William Dunn, Mrs. Eurie
Thompson, Mrs. Albert Wilson, Mrs.
Terrill Roberts, and Mrs. Mutt
Williams.
Mrs. Willie Hargrove was honored
with a basket dinner on her birthday at
the home of Mrs. Galon Turner.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Silk Stockings" starring Fred Astaire
and Cyd Charisse.
30 Years Ago
The "Birthplace of Radio"
monument in the city of Murray was
photographed for the cover of the
August issue of Kentucky Press, a trade
periodical which goes to every
newspaper in the state of Kentucky.
The engraving was supplied by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce and
The Ledger & Times.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Cora
Yarbrough, age 73.
Members of the local dairy judging
team entering the contest at the
Kentucky State Fair are Dan Shipley
and Jack Mayfield of Murray Training,
Hoyt Cleaver of Alm), Bobby Foy of
Murray and High, and H. L. Jones of
Kirksey. They were accompanied by S.
V. Foy, county agent.
Miss Lulabelle Beale, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Beale, was married to
Glen Hodges, son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Hodges on September 6 in
Paducah.
Officers of the Lynn Grove High
School PTA are Mrs. Paul Canter, Mrs.
Claud DeBoard, and Mrs. Mary
Ridings.
By I ...,orge- Hackett
Religion Can
Work In School
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — As the bus
rolled to a stop, several students
grabbed their Bibles and began trotting
toward the little theater at Cawood
High School.
They were late for the morning
devotional service and had to stand
quietly outside the door until it was
over.
"The youngsters don't like to miss
one of these sessions but it happens
when the bus runs behind schedule,"
said Wilma Boggs.
She will challenge anyone who might
argue that the religious program at the
Harlan County school opnflicts with
state law.
"There's no violation of the
Constitution because the students are
doing this on their own time,"
explained Mrs. Boggs, a teacher who
has been involved in the project from
the beginning. •
We started seven years ago," she
recalled. "Two or three boys came in
and asked permission to hold a non-
denominational service before classes
started. They felt the need for it."
When authorities gave their consent,
Mrs. Boggs agreed to sit in on the 15-
minute sessions. "I'm there in a
supervisory 'capacity. If Biblical
questions come up, I attempt to answer
them."
The religious gathering wasn't an
overnight surcess.
"We began meeting in a classroom
and attracted about 12 to 14 boys and
girls," Mrs. Boggs said, then broke into
a smile. "Three years ago, things
began to pick up arid we had to move to
the theater to accommodate the larger
crovv.ds. We now average about 50
students a day."
Youngsters take turns leading the
devotional. Some may pick out a
favorite verse from the Bible and
explain what it means to them.
"We're getting recognition," Mrs.
Boggs continued. "For the past two
years, our kids have been in charge of
.the baccalaureate service at
graduation exercises."
Something else has happened at
Cawood High, and the' principal
recently called Mrs. Boggs to his office
to express his gratitude.
"He told me there had been a
reversal of the alcohol and drug
problems among students. He was
convinced the prayer group was
responsible for that and he wanted to
give them credit."
Other teachers are impressed,
particularly *When they see a student
reading his Bible during the lunch
break.
"I've never heard anyone complain,
parents or students," said Mrs. Boggs.
-It's a good program, one that has
created more respect for the school
administrators and forced some kids to
take a look at their Khavior."
Kim Platt, a 14-5tar-old sophomore,
agrees.
"I've had classmates ask me why I
take part in the devotional," she said.
-There's a good reason. If you're a
Christian, people look up to you."
Isn't It The Truth
The average congressman -- if there
is such a thing — got that way after his
first day on the job; as though he had
gone to sleep as one man and awakened, ,
as another.
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New Providence Horse
Show Rated As Success
The Ne% Providence Riding
Club had it's fifth annual
super horse show September
3. It was one of the biggest
shows held in the state of
Kentucky this year. The club
gave a total of $2,800.00 prize
money to the winners.
Participants were from 75
different towns representing
Missouri, Arkansas. Illinois,
Indiana, Tennessee as well as
Kentucky, with a total of 320
eilitries for the show.
The two classes drawing the
Most contestants were open
western pleasure where
Ono was given as prize
money.
First place was won by
I kretta Howard, Paducah;
second place Paula Hopkins,
Ledbetter; third place Beryl
Jones, Thayer, Missouri;
fourth place, Jerry Sutton,
Norris City, Illinois; fifth
place, Debbie Tilman,
Trenton, Tn.; and sixth place
%1ent to Beth Keeter,
Clarksville. Tn. A total of 45
entered the class.
The super barrel race had a
$1,000.00 prize money, with
forty-seven people trying for
it.
First place went to Annabell
Utmberger Rt. 2, Ed-
wardsville, Ill. She had a time
of 16.719. She was the 1976
winner. Second place went to
Bill Cochrun, Gays, Ill.; third
place to Bill Adams, Franklin;
fourth place, Terry White,
Portland, Tn.; fifth place
Annabell Umberger, Ed-
wardsville, Ill.; sixth place
went to Peggy Atkins of Hazel,
New Providence Club); and
seventh place Calvin Coffie,
Cave City, Kentucky.
Local people who placed
during the show were Cindy
Herndori, Gene Rickman,
Mike Manning and Leslie
Atkins.
James Sykes, Murray, was
presented a silver plate and
made an honorary member of
the New Providence Riding
Club for his years of free
plumbing service for the club.
The club expressed thanks
to the local spectators and all
who helped to make the horse
show a successful one, a club
spokesman said.
Waivered To Cards
BALTIMORE ( AP) - The
Baltimore Orioles assigned
the contract of third baseman
Taylor Duncan to the St. Louis
Cardinals Wednesday for a
$20,000 waiver price.
This season, Duncan has a
batting average of .301, has hit
27 homers, and batted in 75
runs for Baltimore's
Rochester farm club in the
International League.
Duncan, 24, came to the
Baltimore organization from




is .288, but in six years he had
never played for a big league
club.
The Orioles were forced to
assign Duncan outright this
year because he was out of
options when the team sent
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Last week's opening effoct at the football
predictions produced a 6-2 record, not
including a 2-0 mark in the OVC.
The misses were Webster County's 21-
point win at Crittenden County and of
course, Heath's 26-0 win at Trigg County. It
was a question of not knowing anything on
the first two teams. As far as Heath's win
over Trigg County, I proved my philosophy:
don't pick upsets.
I had originally planned to run the football
predictions each Friday but in order to
assure getting the column in, I decided to
run the colurrm today. Since we always have
the Murray State pre-game story in
Friday's paper along with pictures and the
story of whatever freshman game takes
place on Thursday, the only time the column
will run on Friday in the future will be when
there are no home freshman games
Thursday.
Someone asked me if I were going to
mention the fact I predicted Murray High to
win by 20 last weekend anfi Caldwell County
to win by 14 over Marshall County. No, I
won't mention it, even though both
predictions were right on the nose.
Here we go with a very tough slate of
games to predict for Friday:
Ballard Memorial at LONE AOK by one -
Why? Ballard is 2-0 but they have yet to beat
a good team. Lone Oak is not necessarily a
good team but they are better than what the
Bombers have faced thus far.. It could go
either way.
Fulton City at HEATH by 13 - Fulton City
is 2-0 thus far while Heath is 1-1. Fulton City
will probably not have the horses to stop big
James Long of the Pirates. On the other
hand, Anthony Parker of the Bulldogs could
give Heath some trouble. This could be a
*rather high-scoring game, say like 27-13. If it
were at Fulton, it could go the other way.
UNION COUNTY at Reidland by 21 -Any
team that is tough enough to win over
Madisonville, regardless of what
Madisonville has, has to be good enough to
beat Reidland.
EAST ST. LOUIS at Mayfield by 14 - The
only thing I know about East St. Louis is the
fact you don't walk down the streets by
yourself at night. Otherwise, they are a huge
school and from what I've heard up home,
they are supposed to be one of the better
teams in downstate Illinois. °
Mayfield is 1-1 coming into the game.
Ideally, if you are a Murray High fan, you
hope this game will be a bruiser and goes
down to the wire. The outcome of this game
could definitely have some bearing on the
Tiger-Mayfield game next Friday.
If indeed Mayfield should lose, Murray
High will at least know Mayfield can be
1 Erlanger Lloyd Still
I Leads State 3A Poll
beaten. On the other hand, You sort of hate to
see Mayfield come into their annual battle
with Murray High and have a losing record
don't you? If Mayfield should win rather
convincingly, the Tigers will be in dire
trouble next week.
Fulton County at MURRAY by 35- How
Will the Tigers play it? Will Hina go out and
let his club rull up the score and go into the
Mayfield game with an impressive win? Or
will the Tigers win by a smaller margin and
make Mayfield think less of Murray than
what they already do, which probably isn't
much. Look for Murray to have a nice
halftime lead then look at the roster for the
second half as Hine will probably try and
use everyone he can as he prepares his club
for the grueling schedule ahead.
Incidentally, for the Tiger players who
happen to read this, don't take this as
gospel. They play games to find out who will
win them, not how I predict them.
Todd Central at MARSHALL COUNTY -
The Marshals are for real. They will win by
at least 20 points and take 2-1 record into
next week's game with Tilghman. Look for
the Marshals to be the next rising power in
the area.
Tilghman at OWE NSBORO by 24 - Kiss it
good bye if you are a Big Blue fan. There's
no other way. Owensboro is numero uno
the state.
Christian County at CALDWELL
COUNTY by six - This one could go either
way. But since the Tigers are home, I'll
have to favor them slightly over a very
tough Colonel club.
Crittenden County at FORT CAMPBELL
by 34 - Great guns. Fort Campbell took it on
the chin, 28-0 last week by Mayfield, but
they'll bounce back this time around against
the loser of last week's "losers' bowl."
FRANKLIN-SIMPSON at Hopkinsville by
14 - Franklin-Simpson displayed an
awesome offense in last week's 39-14 win
over Russellville. Hoptoym won only 14-7
over Trigg County so by comparing scores,
which is a sin in predicting games, we at
least know Franklin-Simpson is quite a bit
above average strength.
Butler County at RUSSELLVILLE by
seven - I really have no business picking
this but Russellville is in our district as far
as Class A schools go. The game should turn
out close to the prediction.
Saturday's OVC games: UTM at Austin
Peay by 21, NORTH ALABAMA at East
Tennessee by seven, DELAWARE at
Eastern Kentucky by seven, AKRON at
Morehead by 21, Murray at DELTA STATE
by three, Tennessee Tech at WESTERN
CAROLINA by 10 and UT-CHATTANOOGA
at Western Kentucky by six.
McCovey Rips His 24th Homer
And Hits Another Milestone
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
After nearly going broke,
Willie McCovey has hit the
jackpot again.
All but counted out last year
after, the worst performance
of his career in San Diego and
Oakland, McCovey has
returned to his original major
league starting place in San
Francisco and is enjoying a
rich season.
His comeback at the age of
39 includes 24 home runs this
FOAM
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The Insulation With The Nigh R Factor
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(3) Installed in block walls before roof is installed in new
buildings.
(4) Installed in walls of new homes.
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year, one of which he hit
Wednesday night to help the
Giants beat the Cincinnati
Reds, 6-3.
McCovey also reached the
career 2,000-hit level with a
double, but was more
impressed with his homer.
"Total hits don't mean as
much to me as the power
hits," said McCovey, whose
489th home run boosted him
into 13th place on baseball's
all-time list.
The loss cost the Reds more
ground in the National League
West race. They dropped 12'4
games behind the front-
running Los Angeles Dodgers,
who moved a step closer to the
title with a 5-2 decision over
the Atlanta Braves.
In other National League
action, the Philadelphia
Phillies beat the New York
Mets 6-2; the Pittsburgh
Pirates edged the St. Louis
Cardinals 5-4; the San Diego
Padres outscored the Houston
Astros 9-5 and the Montreal
Expos turned back the
Chicago Cubs 4-2.
Right-hander Ed Halicki, 13-
10, added a solo homer to
McCovey's blast while
recording his first triumph
over the Reds in seven tries.
Dodgers 5, Braves 2
Ron Cey drove in three runs
with a pair of homers and
Dusty Baker added a solo
shot, lifting Los Angeles over
Atlanta. Cey led off the fourth
,with his 26th home run of the
season, a drive against the
scoreboard that tied the score
at 2-2. Baker put the Dodgers
ahead two outs later with his
23rd, a shot ,into the left-field
seats.
After Reggie Smith singled
with two out in the fifth, Cey
sent another drive over the
center-field fence, staking
righthander Dennis Lewallyn,
1-0, to a 5-2 lead and chasing




two-hitter, Jay Johnstone hit a
home run and Garry Maddox
delivered a two-run sing!.. to
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)-Erlanger Lloyd,
despite an upset loss last
week, is still No. 1 in the State
AAA high school football poll.
But another upset victim,
Frankfort, didn't fare so well,
falling from first to fifth in the
State A poll.
Lloyd, a unanimous pick
Last week, dropped a 124
overtime decision to Boone
County and suffered a Item of
support from the sports
writers and sportscasters
casting ballots in The
Associated Press poll. Lloyd
collected eight first-place
votes and 94 points to edge No.
2 Elizabethtown, 2-0, which
garnered five first-place votes
and 69 points after nipping
Meade County 2-0.
Frankfort's downfall was
the result of a 17-0 loss to
Bardstown. Nicholas County,
third a eeek ago, took over the
Promoted To Reds
CINCINNATI (AP) -Angel
Torres, a 24-year-old left-
handed pitcher, was promoted
by the Cincinnati Reds
Wednesday from their farm
team in Three Rivers of the
Eastern League.
Torres is the fourth minor
league player called up by the
Reds in the past week.
He was obtained by the Reds
last May from the Montreal
Expos in a deal that gave
Cincinnati two young pitchers
in exchange for Santo Alcala.
Torres, a native of the
Dominican Republic, was 24
in 12 games at Three Rivers,
with a 3.52 earned run
'average. Earlier this season
he was with Indianapolis and
Denver of the American
Association.
top spot in State A after
defeatliig last week's No. 2
team, Bellevue, by 14-8.
Frankfort fell to fifth this time
around while- Bellevue
dropped out of the top five.
The other three polls showed
some chances but each
retained last week's leaders.
Lexington Tates Creek, a 14-
6 winner over stubborn
Danville, earned seven first
place votes and 165 points to
hold first in the State AAAA
ratings. Owensboro, an
impressive 31-0 winner over
Owensboro Catholic last week,
grabbed four first-place votes
and 97 points in vaulting two
places to second.
Middlesboro defeated
Ashland 25-6 for its second win
of the season and maintained
its hold on the No. 1 position in
State AA. Middlesboro got 10
fli-st-place votes and 136
points, while Somerset held
second with four first-place
votes and 110 points.
In the Jefferson County
AAAA rankings, Louisville
Trinity got four first-place
votes and 48 points to hold off
runnerup St. Xavier, which
collected the other first place
ballot and 42 points.
Southern moved up a spot to
third in the Jefferson County
poll, pushing Bishop David
into fourth. Valley remained
Bowling Green grabbed a
pair of first-place votes and
remained third in State
AAAA. Boone County, by
virtue of its win over Lloyd,
moved up one spot to fourth
while Lexington Lafayette, a
23-21 victim of Christian





4-5 in State AAA, Corbin held
third in State AA, while
Bardstown supplanted
Caldwell's County in fourth
place after its win over
Frankfort.
Tompkinsville moved up
three places to second in State
A, followed by Campbellsville,
newcomer Paintsville and
Frankfort.
By The Associated Press
Here are the top teams in
the five Kentucky Associated
Press high school football
polls, with first place votes in
parentheses, record and total
points:
Jefferson Co AAAA
1. Lou Trinity (4) 2-0 48 2. Lou
St. Xavier (1) 2-0 42 3.
Southern 24 304. Lou Bishop
David 2-0 18 5. Valley 1-1 12
State AAAA
1. Lex Tates Creek (7) 2-0 105
2. Owensboro (4) 2-0 97 3.
Bowling Green. (2) 2-0 86 4.
Boone Co (1) 2-0 77 5. Luz
Lafayette 1-131
State AAA
1. Erlanger Lloyd (8) 1-1 94 2.
Elizabethtown (5) 2-0 89 3. Ft
Thos Highlands (1) 1-1 824.
Montgomery Co (1) 3-0 72 5.
Franklin-Simpson 2-054
State AA
Middlesboro (10) 2-0 136 2.
Somerset (4) 2-0 1103. Corbin
(1) 2-1 88.4. Bardstown 2-068 5.
Caldwell Co 2-066
State A
1. Nicholas Co (8) 2-0 91
Tompkinsville (4) 2-0 86
Campbellsville " (1) 1-1 77










solo homer in the first inning
and the Mets scored in the
seventh with the help of three
Philadelphia throwing errors.
Pirates 5, Cardinals 4
Bill Robinson drove in two
runs and scored two more,
carrying Pittsburgh over St.
Louis. Terry Forster evened
his record at 4-4, although he
retired after five innings with
a stiff pitching arm.
Padres 9, Aetna
, Dave Roberts drove in four
runs with a double and a
three-run homer as San Diego
beatrHouston.
the Padres' Dave
Freisleben, 7-7, hurled the
first five innings to earn the
victory.
Expos 4, Cubs 2
Tony Perez blasted a two-
run double and Gary Carter
and Ellis Valentine added RBI
singles to pace Montreal over
A
Chicago.
Stan Bahnsen, 8-7, scattered
eight hits through 62-3 innings
to earn the decision while Rick
Reuschel, 19-7, was stymied in
a second try for his 20th
victory.
Coach To Be Named
We are pleased to announce
JACK UDDBERG
has joined our firm
as
Registered Representative
I. M. SIMON & CO.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
100 N. FOURTH
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
 ONE. 15021 753-11611
 if
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
- The World Hockey
Association's Birmingham
Bulls planned to announce the
name of their new coach at a
news conference this morning.
Officials declinedtl,
Wednesday to divulge the
coach's name in advance of
the formal announcement.
Coach Pat Kelly recently
was hired as coach of the
Colorado Rockies of the
National Hockey League when




veteran defensemap Jean Guy
Lagace had been signed to a
two-year contract.
How to get money out of
your house without selling it
You simply come to us for a real estat
e Large loans Ix' homeowners. -
loan backed by your equity. 
....)
Equity is the difference between hov,
much your home is worth, and what y
ou
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to $3,500 $ 
90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%






Monthly Menthe Total Of
Payment To Fay Fiymonts
APR•
$ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
Real estate valves are op. up. vii. $7,600 $169.41 60 $10
,164.60 12.68%
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you-paid.
Which means your equity,' is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now. .
So the equity in your house i like
money in your pocket.
Call us. We've got your loan.
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Up to $7.5042
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PORTS
Willie Horton Ends Slump As
He Paces Rangers Past Twins
By BARRY W1LNER
AP Sports Writer
The time was right for a
change. Willie Horton was
hitting just .156 against the
Minnesota Twins and the
Texas slugger decided
something had to be done.
So, before Wednesday
night's game, made up my
mind to try to hit the ball to
right field," he recalled.
The results of the
designated hitter's
brainstorm were a homer and
a double to right and a single
in Texas' .4-3 victow, "I
haven't been getting agything
good to hit inside all year. I've
been planning to hit that way
since the first two months of
the season."
The Twins used a shift on
Horton, placing three
infielders between seconditnd
third base. Horton heat the
shift with a long opposite-field
homer in the second, • then
smacked a double down the
right-field line in the sixth to
score Toby Harrah from first
with the winning run.
The victory was a different
experience for Texas which
had dropped four in a row and
12 of their last 18.
Royals 10, Mariners 7
Kansas City collected 18
hits, including four hits and
two homers by Darrell Porter
and four safeties by George
Brett. The Royals overcame a
six-run Seattle third inning:
The Royals have won 19 of
their last 22 games in busting
open the AL West logjam that
saw fourteams battle for the
lead throughout the summer.
Yankees 4, Indians 3
Cleveland right-hander
Wayne Garland was one out
away from his first victory
over New York, but Mickey
Rivers' two-run single up the
middle tied the game. Garland
then lost it in the 10th on
, singles by Thurman Munson
and Reggie Jackson and a
throwing error by left fielder
Bruce Bochte, which allowed
Munson to score.
Blue Jays 3, Red Sox 2
Dave Lemanczyk, 11-13,
pitched a six-hitter for his first
triumph in six starts as
Toronto broke an 11-game
losing streak.
Roy Howell's opposite field
homer off loser Ferguson
Jenkins, 10-10, tied the game
in the sixth. Gary Woods,
recalled from the minor
leagues just last week,
knocked home the decisive
run with a single later in the
inning.
Orioles 6-5, Tigers 2-11
A pair of rookie catchers
shared the spotlight in the
doubleheader split. Baltimore
receiver Dave Skaggs drove in
five runs, three on a bases-
Mickey Pierce's
Body Shop
•Fiberglass of all types
•Free estimates on small jobs
•Satisfadion Guaranteed
Call 753-5303
Locust Grove Road, Just off 121-S
loaded double in the Ilth
inning, to lead the Orioles to
their first-game victory.
Lance Parrish, playing in
only his second major league
game, went 3-for-4 with four
runs scored and four RBI in
the nightcap. Parrish also hit
his first major league home
run.
White Sox 5, A's 1
Steve Renko, 3-0 since
coming to the American
League, combined with Dave
Hamilton on a four-hitter for
Chicago. Ralph Garr had a
two-run homer and Don





A total of 74 golfers played
in the Labor Day Golf
Scramble at the Oaks Country
Club.
The winning team of Mickey
Boggess, Mike Morgan,
George Gallagher, Patsy
Neale and Debbie Branch shot
a 13-under par 59 and birdied
all but number eight on the
front nine.
Two teams tied for second at
12 under. They included
Delmer Brewer, Don Cathey,
Howard Steely, Carolyn
Caldwell and Maxa Read on
one team while the other team
consisted of Jerry Caldwell,
Jim Neale, Mike Lyons, Mary
Bogard and Polly Seale.
Two teams tied for third
with 11 under. They included
Homer Branch, Bill Read, Bob
Lamastus, Murelle Walker
and Ginni Hopkins on one
team with Kevin D'Angelo,
Dale Nance, Bill Roberts,
Virginia Jones and Carita
Lamb on the other team.
Three teams tied for fourth.
On one team were Dalton
Noel, Jerry Hopkins, Gene
Hendon, Vicki Nance and
Clyde Roberts while members
of anbther team included Jim
White, Tommy Hamlin, Hub
Dun, Burlene Brewer and
Linda White. The third team
included Sam Griffin, Bill
Bogard, Charles Caldwell,
Mary Bain and Jeanie
Morgan. All three teams were
nine under.
rge Crowd Expected For Home Opener
Winless Fulton County
To Test Tigers Friday
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Stan Wafts knows what it
will take for his Fulton County
High School football team to
win at Murray High Friday
night.
"It would take a miracle for
us to win," said Watts, a
forther Murray State
placekicker.
While Watts seems to think
his club may not be in the
game, Murray High coach
John Hina thinks a bit dif-
ferently, though the Pilots
have been outscored 61-8 in
their opening two games with
Ballard Memorial and F.ulton
City.
We aren't taking them for
granted. They are a very
young and aggressive ballclub
and they have always been
known for their hard-hitting.
On their defensive front four,
their tackles go 250 and 225
and their ends are 205 and 185
so you can see they are a huge
ballclub up front.
"We're not really sure what
to expect from them. We know
they are a pretty good club but
how good, we don't know.
They are kind of like the
question mark beside our
rA  wh N
Seven Seas
8 Now OffersAll You Can Eat„z FRIED CATFISH FILLET
*FRIED FLOUNDER FILLET
* FRIED CATFISH STEAKS
*FRIED FIDDLER CATFISH
$395
Our Catfish Steak and Fiddler Catfish are fresh from
Kentucky Lake. Dinners are served with salad bar or
slaw, baked potato or french fries and mouth watering
hushpuppies.
Our Seafoods, Are Transported
Directly From The Gulf Coast
Open
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team We really don't know
ho u good we are either."
Hina and his club may not
find out how good they are
Friday, unless of course, they
were to get upset. If that were
to happen, they wouldn't be
finding out how good they
were, the word would be bad.
The Tigers will definitely
find out how good they are
beginning next Friday when
they begin a murderous four-
game league stand with
successive games against
Mayfield, Heath, Caldwell
County and Trigg County. The
Tigers will play the two
toughest of those four,
Mayfield and Caldwell
County. on the road and Heath
could be a definite contender
for the 2-A crown.
As in almost all football
games, there were good points
and bad points for the Tigers
in their 27-7 season opening
win last week at Reidland.
"We were pleased with the
fact we won the game. But, we
were quite disappointed with
the fact we were not consistent
enough in doing things well or
excellent.
"Our blocking and running
were not consistent, though at
State Hardcourts Set 
For MSU This Weekend
The Kentucky State Hardtourt Tennis Championships for
men will be held at the MSU Tennis Complex Saturday and
Sunday.
Play will be held in both singles and doubles in the
following divisions., open, 35 and over, 45 and over, and 50 and
over.
In the open singles, defending champion Mel Purcell is
playing at Forrest Hills and will not return to defend his title.
Among the top-rated players in the singles include Keith
West, who finished second to Purcell last year, and Peter
Simpson. Both West and Simpson are members of the Mem-
phis State tennis team.
Other plays to watch in the open singles are Kevin Walsh of
the University of Louisville, Dan Lucas of Louisville, Del
Purcelkof Murray and all the members of the MSU tennis
team.
In the 35 and over singles, Henry Baughman of Bowling
Green, Willie Chandler of Jackson,. Tn., and Ron Underwood
of Murray are the top players.
In the 45 and over singles, the favorites are Bennie Purcell
of Murray and Paul Rowton of Paducah.
In the 50 and over division, top players include Ed
Chri.sman of MurrayWillie Williams of Fort Campbell and
Dr. Bob Barrett of Jackson, Tn.
Doubles will be held in each of the four groups. Finals in the
open singles should begin at approximately 1 p.m. Sunday.
FOOTBALL SUPPORT—J. W. Jones (left) of the North
Calloway PTC presents principal James Feltner • $500 check in
support of the football program at the school. Jones is
president of the North Calloway PTC.
Mel Purcell Eliminated
From U.S. Junior Open
Murray's Mel Purcell has been eliminated from com-
petition in the United States Junior Tennis Open at Forrest
Hills, New York.
Purcell, among the 32 top junior players in the world in-
vited to play in the prestigious tourney, had won his opening
round match Tuesday by winning in split sets over the top-
rated junior player from Germany.
But against _Ivan Lendl. the top-rated junior in
Czechoslovakia, Purcell fell 6-1. 3-6 and 4-6 Wednesday and
was eliminated.
There were six Americans ir the tourney. Two others lost.
They included John Benson and Peter Van't Hoff. The win-
ners for the Americans were Van Winitsky, MIRA Telcher
I and Tim Wilkerson.
The three players who won have all played on the pro cir-
cuit this summer.
Purcell is still alive in the doubles at Forrest Hills.
His partner in the mixed doubles is Ann Jones of Dallas,
Texas. Ms. Jones was eliminated this past weekend in the
singles as she lost a nationally-televised split set match to
Billie Jean King, who lost yesterday in the semis to Chris
• Evert.
By being entered in the mixed doubles, it simply means
Purcell will have a chance to play against some of the big-
name stars.
Purcell, who has passed up rue cash winnings this sum-
mer in order to maintain his a nl,iteur standing, will enroll at
Memphis State next week th,r, later this month, will play in
Africa.
times, we had some of the best
blocking and some of the best
running we've ever had at
Murray High," Hina said.
The Tigers fell behind 7-0 in
the game after losing a fumble
and Reidland returned it for a
touchdown. But on the
following kickoff, Grettis
Bumphis made an 86-yard
kickoff return for a touchdown
to immediately tie the game.
"We could have fallen flat
after they scored their touch-
down but we came right back
with an outstanding return
and some outstanding
blocking on the return," Hina
said.
"We're going to have to
improve in our consistency if
we expect to be able to
compete with the better clubs
in our district," the Tiger
coach added.
Hina was pleased with a
number of individuals in the
contest at Reidland.
"1 was pleased to see our
quarterback, Greg Garland,
stand up under fire like he did.
It was his first fulltime start
and not only did he stand up
under fire, he also threw a
touchdown pass.
"I thought we got fine
performances in the backfield
from Mike Hibbard, Grettis
Bumphis and Keith Farless
and on the line, I definitely
think Alvin Parham should be
pointed out for his good play. I
also thought Jeff Kursave and
John ,Denham performed well
on the line.
"Defensively, Lane Brid-
well was very impressive at
tackle and I was also quite
pleased with the defensive end
play of Kyrile Catlett. Robert
Whitmer and Frank GiUiam
played well at the inside
linebacker positions and Mike
Utley had a fine game at
willieback. Also, I was quite
pleased with the way Bo Reed
substituted in the secondary
after Claude Johnson got
hurt," Hina added.
Fulton County is improving.
After being blanked 28-0 in
their opener by Ballard
Memorial, the Pilots at least
got on the scoreboard last
week in a 33-8 loss to Fulton
City.
"We're sort of like Murray
High," Watts said.
"We lost 16 of 22 starting
positions. We have six or
seven sophomore starters and
I think we have about 14
sophomores on the club. We
only have six upperclassmen
who start," Watts said.
The top offensive threat for
the Pilgts will be 5-6, 135-
pound tailback Jeff Mays. In
n Our Cash Pot
two games, he has carried 16
times for 160_ yards.
"He's a well-built young
man and he has a lot of speed
and good balance. In time, he
will probably be the best
runner to come out of Fulton
County," Watts said.
Joining Mays in the back-
field are seniors David
Robinson and James Cobb
while sophomore Mike Parker
goes at quarterback.
"We've had our problems'
with inexperience. We've been
making too many penalties
and having such things as the
quarterback going one way
and the backs another," Watts
said.
"We're going to have to quit
making the stupid mistakes
and quit beating ourselves. If
we leave Murray Friday and
have lost the game, we want to
say that Murray High beat us,
not that we beat ourselves,"
Watts added.
GOLF
LONDON — Britain's Tony
Jacklin fired a three-under-
par 70 to take the first-round
lead in the $70,000 Tournament
Players Championship over
the 6,890-yard Foxhills course
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We're heaven on earth.
Try usa
c....aw Co ow a we ,aimiris el Careprir Triter Ca
We II drain your swamp or build you a pond Clear a woods or build
you a road Grade your and or terrace it to stop erosion Fill a gully
or build you an irrigation ditch Anything to make your and easier
to farm. more productive in yield We're anwexperienced Land Development
Contractor and use Caterpillar-built edurpment, sold and serviced
by Whayne Supply Co And we can handle your earth problems for a lot
less money than you probably think Its your best deal for greatec farming
profits all the way around Give u a call Well move the earth for you'
EARTH MOVERS
c, Route 1, Box 34
Murray, Kentucky 42071












Team No 9 4 0
Team No 4 3 1
Ks Lake Oil Co 3 1 .
Team No. 6 3 1
Team No. 6 2 2
Teann No. 5 2 2
Team No. 1 I 3
Team No. 3 1 3
Tea56No7 1 3
High Team Game , SC i
Team No. 3  550
Team No. 8 . .  .. 533
Team No. 6 533
117 . Lake Ot1 Co . ..... 529
High Tearn Garne 1 HC i
ta No. 3 .. 755rmn No. 6 743m No. 6 .
.' High Team Senes SC,
laT
No. 4 . . 1554
ake 011 Co 1549
am No 6 . . . 1526
_'. High Team Senes , HC i
Team No. 4 . 2163
Team No. 6 2156
Ky . Lake Oil Co..  2146
High Ind Game SC ,
Joan Cooksey . . . . . 172
Lois Smith  168
Nancy Todd 165
High Ltd Game , HC ,
Evelyn Burkeen 214
Jane McOnston 210
Terry Underhill ...... . .. 203
. High Ind. Series 1SC i
Mary Harris  .463
Lois Smith  457
Nancy Todd 450





Mary Herrn. .  154
kiis Smith .  152
Nancy Todd .  150
Terry Underhill . .  150
Margaret Morton 148
Linda Johnson . .. . 145
Jean Bland . 144
Marion Berbench 139
Vickie Baker . 135
Evelyn Burkeen 135
Joan cooksey . 135
Exhibition Games
By The Associated Press
Thursday's Game
Pittsburgh at Dallas. 1-1),
(NBC)
Friday's Games
New York Jets at
Washington, n
Cleveland at Detroit, ( n )
Philadelphia at Green Bay.,
(n)
Oakland at Los Angeles, ( n)
Saturday's Games
Minnesota at Buffalo,(fl) 
Houston at New Orleans, n
Baltimore at Tampa Bay,
(n
Cincinnati at Chicago, n)
Denver at San Francisco,
(n)
St. Louis at Kansas City, In)
Sunday's Games
Miami at New York Giants
'Atlanta at New England
Seattle at San Diego
(MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES)
PORTS
Jimmy Connors Having More
Than Just Physical Problems
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
,Jimmy Connors is a
chameleon, a man of complex
moods and changing
personality traits, but is still
the best tennis player in the
world, says Bill Riordan.
Riordan speaks with
authority. He is the Svengali
who helped fashion two of the
maddest geniuses of the game
- the fiery, feisty Connors
and the talented, tempestuous
the Nastase.
Nastase has made an early
exit, a victim of his own
unbridled temperament, but
Connors, shrugging off an
aching back, remains in the
thick of the fight for the men's
U.S. Open tennis
championship, to be decided
at Foresalills this weekend.
"Jimmy can win it if he can
get his head all together,"
predicted Riordan, wealthy
Salisbury, Md., businessman
and promoter who recognized
Connors' latent talent when
Jimmy was a fuzz-faced 16-
year-old whom he later helped
hoist to millionaire status.
"It's not Jimmy's back you
have to worry about, it's his
frame of mind. He is torn up
emotionally. First, there's his
broken romance with Chris
Evert - they both are still
nuts about each other - and
the split has left a heavy
bruise.
'He lost his father last fall.
That had to be a traumatic
experience. All those years he
wasn't at home but traveling
the circuit with his mother.
GARAGES
Twin-Lakes Homes 8 Garages
"We Urge You To Compare"
Any Kind-Anywhere-Anytime



















Cimmober of Coalatotto aid
Koateeky Western Mantriond
' Phone
Best Time To See
Twin Lakes Homes & Garages
P.O. box 6b9 Hwy. ba West CAN:, Ky. Plume 1-502-52244U
Noose Owned Operated Store Emory a Roger Thomas
High strung as he is, he must
be asking himself, 'My God,
was all this worth it?'
"Then I wonder who, if
anybody, is calniing him
down. He is typically a
volatile, high strung person.
The one thing I think I was
able to do for him when we
were together was keep him
loose."
Riordan managed Connors
from 1972 through 1975 when
the relationship was broken by
Jimmy's mother, Gloria.
Connor's' career has been
splotchy and erratic ever
since. He won both the
Wimbledon and U. S. crowns
in 1974, establishing himself
firmly as the world's No. 1, but
has failed in the last three
Wimbledons and lost twice in
the finals at Forest Hills.
He has been plagued by an
assortment of ills - a bad
knee, injured thumb on his
racquet hand, chronic back
trouble. He began assembling
a record of pullouts and losses
in the finals.
Questions have_been raised:
Are Connors' • problems
physical or mental? Is this
brilliant young talent going
into an eclipse?
"I don't know,"
acknowledges Riordan, "I am
sure Jimmy's ailments are
genuine. He is a plucky guy.
Hut he has been spoiled by
quick success. He doesn't
work as hard. He is inclined to
overeat and gain weight.
Some of his confidence may be
eroding."
Riordan said he first noticed
Connors when the aggressive
left-hander came East- in 1971





"I got one look at him and
said, 'This kid is going to be
the best player in the world."
Riordan and Connox,s
formed a partnership in 1972,
and one of Jimmy's first
pieces of equipment was a
"black hat." He became the
game's villain, an
unreconstructed maverick.
"It was a perfect marketing
and merchandising
gimmick," Riordan
explained. "This was the
period of youth rebellion.
Jimmy became an anti-
establishment symbol.
Intense, a gut fighter, he was a
natural for it.
"He spurned the offers of
Lamar Hunt and Jack



















lenders out of the temple. He
joined my minitour. On the
court, he would give the crowd
the finger and yell four-letter
words. Off the court, he
became i the epitome of charm,
a 'Gee whiz, golly' kid.
"He Played the game with
hate in his heart, but once the
match was over he knew how
to deal with the public and the
press. This made him the
richest player in tennis. He
also was the best. When he
went all out, nobody could
touch him. •
"Now, I dont know. He has a
barrel of problems - physical
and mental. They are trying to
stereotype him now, fit him
into a mould. But, by nature,
he's not a conformist.
• 'What Jimmy needs is to
shake off the shackles and
become the old Jimmy
Connors - snotty, mean,
arrogant, thoughtful,
charming and the toughest,
fightingest, strokingest tennis
player who ever lived."
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
N York 85 54 .612 -
Boston 81 57 .587 31/2
Balt 80 58 .580 41/2
Detroit 67 72 .482 18
Cleve 65 75 .464 201/2
Milwkee 59 85 .410 281/2
Toronto 46 90 .338 371/2
West
K.C. 83 54 .606
Chicago 77 59 .586 51/2
Minn 77 63 .550 71/2
Texas 75 62 .547 8
Calif 64 70 .478 171/2
Oakland 54 83 .394 29
Seattle 55 86 .390 30
Wednesday's Results
Baltimore 6-5, Detroit 2-11,
1st game 11 innings
New York 4, Cleveland 3, 10
innings
Toronto 3, Boston 2
Texas 4, Minnesota 3
Kansas City 10, Seattle 7
California 4, Milwaukee 1
Chicago 5, Oakland 1
National League
East
.W L Pct. GB
Phila 85 53 .616 -
Pitts 80 60 .571 6
Chicago 73 64 .533 111/2
S Louis 74 65 .532 111/2
Montreal 63 75 .457 22
N York 54 84 .391 31
West
85 54 .612 -
73 67 :521 -
68 71 .489 17
65 75 .464 201,2
63 78 .447 23
51 88 .367 34
Wednesday's Results
Montreal 4, Chitago 2
Pittsburgh 5, St. Louis 4
Los Angeles 5, Atlanta 2
Philadelphia 6, New York 2
San Francisco 6, Cincinnati 3
San Diego 9, Houston 5
Thursday's Games
Philadelphia (Kaat 6-8o at
New York (Espinosa 7-11
Montreal (Rogers 15-13 ) at
Chicago (Krukow 8-12)
St. Louis (B.Forsch 16-6 ) at
Pittsburgh (Jones 3-6), n
Los Angeles (Sutton 13-8 )at
Atlanta (P.Niekro 14-17), (nl
San Francisco ( Montefusco 7-
11) at Cincinnati (Moskau 4-5
)n)
San Diego (Shirley 9-16i at
Houston (Bannister 5-8), (n )
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE-BONDS--REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA
The Number To Call
75344M 1
Evert Wins Over Past While Stove
Defeats Future In U.S. Open Play
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (AP)
-- Chris Evert beat the past
and Betty Stove beat the
future to advance to their
semifinal matchup at the U.S.
open tennis championships.
The top-seeded Miss Evert
provided a barometer for
Billie Jean King's continuing
singles comeback Wednesday
night with a 6-2, 6-0 victory
over the former queen of
women's tennis.
About 4;i2 hours earlier,
Tracy Austin, the 14-year-old
future queen of tennis, drove
her Cinderella carriage to
center court. But Miss Stove
turned the clock to midnight
with a powerful 6-2, 6-2
triumph.
In the other women's
quarterfinals matches today,
No. 2 seed Martina
Navratilova, the Czech
expatriate now playing out of
Dallas, faced No. 10 Mima
Jausovec of Yugoslavia and
third-seeded Virginia Wade of
Britain met Wendy Turnbull,
the No. 12 seed from
Australia.
With all the hoopla attached
to Miss Austin, the most
famous school girl this side of
Amy Carter, a pair of men
sneaked less dramatically into
the semifinals.
Guillermo Vilas, the No. 4
seed from Argentina, could do
no wrong in his 6-1, 6-1, 6-0 rout
of unseeded Ray Moore of
Smith Africa. Vitas has a
Saturday semifinal date with
Harold Solomon, the No. 12
seed from Silver Spring, Md.,
who wore down No. 10 Dick
Stockton of Carrolton, Tex., 6-
4., 6-4, 6-2.
The other semifinal pairing
will be determined today.
Brian Gottfried, the No. 3 seed
from Lauderhill, Fla., plays
surprising Corrado Barartutti
of Italy and second-seeded
Jimmy Connors, Belleville,
Ill., meets fifth-rated Manuel
Orantes of Spain.
While school bells were
beginning to ring around the
country, Miss Austin - set to
enter the ninth grade in
Rolling Hills, Calif. a week
from today - was given a
professional tennis lesson by
Miss Stove, the 32-year-old
native of The Netherlands.
"She just overpowered me,"
said Tracy, standing tall on
the court at 5 feet and 90
pounds. "I was lucky to get in
a rally. Most of the time she
just put the ball away off her
serve, And hit winners off
mine. She was too strong for
me."
Miss Stove gave Tracy a
professional beating because
she was able to see her pig-
tailed opponent as the enemy,
not just some cute little kid.
"Five or six years ago, I
would have been sentimental,
too," said the 6-foot, 160-pound
Miss Stove. "And I would have
lost to her.
"I never saw Tracy at all. I
only saw the ball.
"I - considered her a
competitor, a very good
competitor. She has a real
good future."
Ms. King, a four-time
champion here. had a
wonderful past. But if her
comeback from knee surgery
and a year's retirement from
tournament singles doesn't
progress, she hinted that she
would retire permanently.
"I'm really ticked with my
play," said • the person most







women's tennis, "I played the
big points badly. Chris played
them much tougher. .
"I better be ready by
October or November, or
that's it."
Signs Contract
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) -
Jim Mayer, a right wing who
played in 21 games for the
Calgary Cowboys last season,
has signed a contract with the



















FATE SCHEDULE- CLOSED MON. a, TUES.
From Labor Day thru Thanksgiving
OPEN EVERY DAY DEC. 1st thru DEC. 22nd











12 months to pay on purchases of $50.00 to $500.00
Absolutely no interest on service charge
Includes entire stock (except for shoes)
An unbeatable combination Big K's low
low prices and 1 year financing without
any interest. Credit cleared while you
shop.
Subject to Credit Approval
u3
-87778 e1777 -Air Sli.hisoi.ptpoti.nsig,Celn.6tseurndays
Equal Opportunity Entpeoyek 9-9 Mon .-Sat
Acres a Fri. Perkin,
GOOD,YEAR
"The Car Car Specialists" 
721 So. 12th 753-0595
High-steppong Grettis Bumph's (20) veil be at tailback for the Murray Nigh Tiger
s Friday night at Noland stadium when they go against
Fulton County in the home opener. The Tigers will be going after win number two as they are 
























































HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks
Sandwiches
5 Pam's • Murray
BREAKFAST
SERVED I I 00 P M - H 00 A M
UNTIL 12 NOON ON SUNDAYS
THUNEW
a C e
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6:00am til 11 pm— Sun.-Thurs
6:00 a.m til midnight — Fri. & Sat.



















LET US ENTERTAIN YOU
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Let's Stay Well
Speeding and Safety
By F.J.L Blasingarne, MD
Q: Mr F.A. writes to
express thanks for an arti-
cle that told of the anxiety
of a family about highway
safety as they took a fam-
ily automobile tour and felt
endangered by drivers who
exceeded the speed limit of
55 mph.
Expressing a similar
anxiety, Mr. F.A. believes
that special concerti should
be registered with respon-
sible public officials about
the 'growing carelessness*
of many truck and bus
drivers whonot only regu-
larly exceed the speed
limit but who also pass and
tailgate carelessly.
Mr. F.A. says that his
wife has always had spe-
cial fears in driving when a
large truck or bus ap-
proaches or passes her
car. She called to her
husband's attention a pub-
lic report recently issued
by the federal govern-
ment's watchdog agency,
the General Accounting
Office (GAO), the investi-
gative arm of the U.S.
Congress.- The report
shows an increase in se-
rious accidents involving
buses and trucks. Mr. F.A
believes that public safety
demands that highway au-
thorities be pressured to
see that buses and trucks
are operated within the
law.
A: You are correct that
highway safety is being
jeopardized by the opera-
tion of many buses and
trucks at speeds which are
above the limit. In .addi-
hon, certain drivers of
these large vehicles weave
in and out of traffic, pass in
limited places, and often
tailgate in a dangerous
manner.
According to the GAO
report, buses and trucks
are becoming involved in
more accidents, and they
are often of serious conse-
quence. Accidents involv-
ing buses and trucks ac-
count for 20 per cent of the
nation's motor vehicle
fatalities, while these
types of carriers make up
only 18 per cent of the
vehicles on the road.
The GAO reports that
state and federal authori-
ties are doing a poor job of
checking these large vehi-
cles to see if they are safe
to operate on the high-
ways. More than one-third
of the trucks inspected by
the Bureau of Motor Car-
rier Safety in 1974 and 1975
were considered highway
hazards and taken out of
service until repaired. Yet
only 1 per cent of approxi-
mately four million com-
mercial trucks and buses
on the road were inspected
during those years!
Safety inspectors are in-
adequate in number, there
being only one inspector
for about every 32,500
buses and trucks.
Driver fatigue is consid-
ered to be a factor in truck
and bus accidents. Little is
done to prevent drivers
from operating too long
and in a fatigued state.
It is time that the Fed-
eral Highway Administra-
tion and the state highway
authorities double their ef-
forts at these major prob-
lems. They need wider ex-





A reiztlIar feature. prepared
by the ,American Cancer
Society, to help save your
life from cancer,
A woman in her 50's writes:
"-Recently I experienced
vaginal bleeding although l
am past the menopause. I
went, to my doctor reluctant-
ly because I was afraid that I
would have to be hospitalized
for tests. Instead, a fairly
simple test 4,1s• don e right in
-my doctor's office!"
ANSWERline:, When ab-
normal bleeding 'occurs it is
necessary to obtain a tissue
sample from the uterus to
study' under a microscope to
discover if cancer cells are
,resen .r - Usually because of
.such blieding, or Other sug-
gestions of possible utenne
cancer, patients are hospital-
ized for a "D & C" a dila-
ticin and curretagd procedure,
which means taking a scrap-
ing of the lining of the uterus.
:Today, hotwever, for many
women, it is possible' to
:obtain tissue samples right in
a doctor's office by using an
instrument .with suction tech-
niques that are usually pain-
less and well tolerated by the
patient.. Such tissue sampling
is important for older women
who are at higher risk of
_developing endometrial aon-
cer (cancer of the uterine
lining) and for Women , who
are taking estrogens. - Along
with regular pelvic examina-
tions, this Jest can help safe-
guard women against a form
,of cancer that is most curable
when diagnosed in an early
stage.
An insurance agent asks: "I
have read that there is a new
test for prostate cancer. Is
this true-
ANSWE R Within the
next six months 25 medical
centers around the country
will participate in a Study of
the usefulness of a new blood
test technique developed at
Roswell Park Memorial Insti-
tute in Buffalo. It may pro-
vide an effective way of
detecting prostatic cancer
earlier when it is most amen-
able to treatment. The test
represents a new way to
analyze and measure an
enzyme that has long been
recognized as a biochemical
marker for prostatic cancer.
In addition to being a diag-
nostic tool, this test may also
prove valuable in following
the results of prostate cancer
treatment in individual
patients. Since prostate
cancer is the major cause of
cancer death in older men,
this test may prove of great
importance. The nationwide
study of its usefulnest is
being funded by the
American Cancer Society.
A, bartender asks: "Is there a
relationship between alcohol
and cancer?"
A NSWE Mine: Although the
person who is a heavy drinker
is at higher risk of developing
cancer of the mouth or throat,
ioice box, and liver, the
3rgan most directly affected
$ the esophagus, the tube
[lot carries food down the
throat into the stomach. The
risk of developing cancer of
the esophagus is about
twenty-five times greater for
heavy drinkers than non-
drinkers. It is important to
know that when a heavy
drinker also is a heavy cigar-





REUNITED — Dorothy New hugs her 7-year-old
daughter Katherine Ray after being reunited in Atlanta.
Katherine was taken by her father, Robert A. Ray, during
' Thanksgiving holidays in _1974, from her home in
Michigan. Ray is charged with kidnaping by Michigan .
authorities. IAP Wirtphoto)
GOWN 11%71941 0
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SPRAY 8 oz I
OWEN'S HAS THE BEST MEATS IN TOWN
DELI SPECIALS
CHUCK 70c ENGLISH CUT DELI BAKED HAM lb $298
ROAST lb I 7 ROAST lb 
90C ONE 99,
1 OAST lb 
BAR BO BAKED HAM ib$298
Armour Test Tender Armour Test Tender
Lean
GROUND 99'CHUCK
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Whale-Killing Ban Could Make
For Hard Winter On Eskimos
BARROW, Alaska (AP) — moving miunnial,whose head
The Eskimos, who have is almost a third of its length.
survived 2,000 Arctic winters The state sharply limited
through subsistence hunting, the hunting of caribou, a large
could face tougher winters ifs species of deer. The hunting of
ban is upheld on killing the ducks and geese had been
bowhead whale, which is on banned earlier.
the endangered species lists. The National Oceanic and
"We may be on it ourselves Atmospheric Administration
soon," said one Eskimo. will hold two days of hearings
The International Whaling here beginning Thursday on
Commission, meeting in June whether the United States
in Australia, unanimously should challenge the whaling
approved a ban on killing — ban. The federal government
including subsistence hunting has until Oct. 1 to oppose the
— of the bowhead, a slow- ban.
The price of food here around it; their whole lives
suggests that dietary center around the hunt."
substitutes to whales and Some local businessmen say
caribou would be expensive. the Eskimos don't pay any
Milk is $3 a half gallon; eggs attention to caribou
$2 a dozen. restrictions, which bar all but
One bowhead whale can subsistence hunting, and
supply 40 to 50 tons of food and aren't likely to observe a ban
raw materials, enough to on whales either.
sustain a small village from Eben Hopson, an Eskimo
one hunting season to the next. and mayor of Barrow, says:
Mike Jeffries, an Alaska "We are used to overcoming
Legal Services lawyer for the the physical obstacles while
Eskimos, says "the whale hunting the whale. We are
cannot be replaced with food resourceful enough to
stamps. They plan festivals overcome human obstacles.
Our people will not go
hungry."
The bowhead, which stay
close to drifting ice and
occasionally use their brow to
break through the ice for a
breath, was protected from
commercial hunting in 1946.
The U.S. Marine Mammal
PMtection 'Act of 1972 and the
U.S. Endangered Species Act
of 1973 stopped all but
subsistence hunting.
Eskimo crews took a dozen
or ,so whales a year until the
early 1970s when the annual
average rose to 29. In the 1976
season, crews reportedly
killed 48 whales while
wounding but losing another




( AP) — U.S. tourism to the Do-
minican Republic in 1976 rose
20 per cent over 1975. The Do-
minican Republic presently








WASHER WITH INNI-SASIIETs TUB. 2
MASK SPIN Speeds, 5
WeshilloekoRInse Ternderalunn,
Normal. Automatic Seek, Perm. Press




OE AUTOMATIC SENSOR CON-
TROL DRYER monitors Wonder-
shore and euloonatIcally ends
cycle. 3 Cycles, 4 drying seWc-
dons, Penn. Press Extra Care
feature,
Pair$54995 W/Trade











WASTE DISPOSER chews up bones.




GE 17.6 Cu. ft. NO-
FROST REFRIGERA-
TOR with big 4.65
cu. ft. freezer section
Power Saver Switch
3 adjustable shelves
and Meat Keeper. (Au-
tomatic Icamaker














OE 1S" Moe. 100% SOLID STATE
PERFORMANCE COLOR TV. Ono
Toeclt Cebr • Sysleaa, Slack no-
olz la-Line Picture Tube System




YA 7356WD H,ghompect plaStyC cebroef of sem:low weir vf.gra,n
GE COUNTERTOP MICROWAVE
OVEN AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!
Saves cooking time &







Murray Appliance Carry's A Complete Line Of Parts At All Times.
Murray State University
Immembee Tbo Fall 1977 Swoostor 111 Its
LIFE AIM LFJIIIIIING FROGMAN
11(4-Crod0 SWIG.= Iv Wan briciaal* hnual Denlepaug
CLASSI3 TO START WEEK OF OCTOBER 3
Amateur Radio License, Advanced Class
ww.Icia. Mudd
I INd el lee Mira (._.essialles Cambia OCC) ids Ibmil 14  Ihrs
GM lobe NI, KC Mowed et Wird des helkiseels &Wilms NNIMM
Ike had CM • We NORM Yeah*
Ulm WNW Od. II 71114
iletkam Scies6 Mae ME Ill
11 mien 
Amateur Radio License, Novice Class
NM it his,. Wilda
I illy Ibe Weal Cmewiedles Welles VIX) Nal4114K 114410 El lime
tele WMIs lbe FCC bate dm ad Wm Nadkarni& Moil has Melela el Mk
MANad Ekon. A ROMA al tele Reda Ms uS be whale be perdue al be
lit' deo Nebo.
beim Mir* Od. 71141.s
Iledbm Scam Wain hem 1 55
II nukes 
65
Ballroom or Social Dancing
(UM al Ebie Ulm Widen
Lew aft • yak um has Is &mime Mcia Mk ad it peal bra it me
cm ladies Met, Mise tallasce, al has be isanag N lace.
leaded. Maim Od. 3
by Wart UAW kw 116
5n
731k NA Fie
 1111 per ample
Bask Cake Decorating
WI Emmy*, Wide'
ME cake lecenlierhe woreleukad leadiers. S. al it wawa ad IONIA 9
e Is be PIM by imam it be irt dos was. Nub= el lady Melt
holm *MIN C1/41- 3 
7 RPM P.




Can. le mil efielielodery Midis le AM weed dell prams. WI ad idol
IN Plleadie Is a MN** Medd pine el wit I to* 4114 hi IN& WNW.
and Miss. Mama ke WW1. WA eididpal As mid efts Is mak kis
ea WWII s ere • Si. be ma
Needed. Minim Od. 3 6:31te 1130 e. e.
Ideidsi Maks Milt I- 1 OA
I sears 
Coping, Stress & You
la km Mader
Am lakeelodm ties le WI is essmialred Is MI ateekriallse el Ibe &amid
it u eel IN Medd mike ad waft sleds a mid wel &NM bead. WWI
is I Amiss el Nebo melee it sia sr aeles MI Ms - WNW • Meidies
Mania lberaoy Malaga a sol is I levim it Met Nadule ied • WPM al
kalseftisk. Sbleab as Is pied. Mr woad MIN& ill Sass it k Ire
Wet lies aa. hi is.Nollsip, -144 WW1@ WNW W a. WOW
bait ad "ImateMoM bloades" hi ftee beelse. beee WWI& Rol IN del
its. kW* Mk IMe.







See slit yea us le • yes. Lap ele Si Nem elide left bid., al has Is urns
fee wet. le pile MINE it 'ea to he lal by Owl a NM his Na it Mee
yes DIM kik yes we. bee Mien I. Assad le be MI hi Ihe Rabe el lbe 116 NMI
P dew
lialeys. Maria Od. 3






A dose id *bows eel neeriewed oesdoesiiett do NE le ilMjo Ne kkei (WM 0,
ee Motel canes is catiessal al leaket sem Odes AI be GM bane se at.
lig NAM a was era Maim le esedleeeid I. &sip S. seen* rewired Wei
des vi be wobble in widest meek wa. mower it I. Ms maw Clas
WM N Ikea
Nolen Maio Od 3
Aeoled Scleett al Wieder leldse bee 11317
dui.. 
Introduction To Creative Expression
San isis. Muds
Iii. $11 • •
'10
Clara provides lbe weeds*" ler &idled Is mien a wish el area et creek is.
Miler Kt set &est weak Wks. lace
Neeleys, deliesleyt Mir* Od, 3
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12
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kelp a. Wiles al Illosibe Wk. • sonl kW& N Uses 1M a wilbseinal
cal we II Is Mae - d.c. ad ft el had kb Illy4se care.
Nesim, Mai% Od. 3 71114A
1114 km AVOWS
I gals  '111
Beginning Guitar
S.. bet WIMP
IWO uS Mrs eberth be erg KONIMISON Ise Mame sed el Ws Is My owl
lash Milk was. beleft Isid cbeci oft Nr. NM Wm Mies • Mar let lb dm
A WW1 ii be asiliki be Ream
beam IMMa Od. 13 Wee.
Ince byle Fie Arts Webs Basil bee
11 miss  ii
C-o-m-m-u-n-i-c-a-t-e and P-a-r44-c4-p-a-t-e
ElotkS fillek Weft
a. an. I &WM N kelp Perm Mae *Me kiewisel cemaitedse
Sow Med* bald he aelen mph OMNI dim he Ili ki
Wein begialie Oct 4, I1T1 -4$ IN,,..
by Weal 5/101m, has 221
N seism 
Ortanizational Development
klebe 6. WM, Weft
IN Mew it 10 wowI 14 wall PINWPIN0 oft le MI it moirdIsel Mae
mel le meal me swam vlb Mist& wed Is swisallemal balemed. N
vi be el Masi le mrsess de we WNW U clap ad Mama! I emeNdIses
site lofteiss. rernart pat 64 add doe.
Ma& lesiabi Nev 1
WNW Mat be• 253
3 swiss
Part-Time Writing at Nome
by Woe
lbe dm melbas WI meli • Meade le WM make MA orteas ems.
OM rent ad Ades I We kr Sad pisft
%Men. MOWN Od
WM Nit bee 404
3M,. 
Securities and Investing - What Every Woman Should
Know
INN lefts, hinds
a. Resela el ineitessl N yea Wily al ea Resew Mellen a emirs 5 MM. II-
miss ler Moe es pest. Wolin desN Meet bedewing ke Model am NW
Mimes a lasce keed My Wed IWO be I WOW des mat %re kW
yes as kist emetiet Ilbes yes Me le Mode 1 al WM by es amid mobs el
IN, TA NM helm. eiesbe One
human aegis* Od.
MM. WM bee 303
7 Wass 
Sky Watching and Astroarchaeology
is Mel. Om Wider
731 le p. a.
be teas learn a. Sat I. lbw al AM IR Ms& sad Me pestaild se ib-
te mks. this. lad Work I, Nolendlee it le NMI it le Measkal MA*
ad indite it be ado mai it b geed Memel I le edriolles it bib* NOW
Wolin ad isti at. Wiles elemallas ills Menem IN manilas eit wird
Neeleys. Mir* Oct 17
Sadden Sciate WM& Ma 135
lad's ....
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Casey Cesseelly tabs
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Western Style Square Dancing
CM* I k Weft
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• New el Course Desired
Office Photo
Other deems 1 meld Ike te us eft wed
MydiucIfars is 1111C/1110•11
Zip
NO A REGIONAL ADULT EDUCATIONAL SERVICE
provided by
The Center for Continuing Education
Murray State University_Mu










What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A pleasant surprise indicated




(Apr. 21 to May 21) NW
A splendid period in which to
plan home improvements; also
to give serious thought to a
property deal.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
With your innak—ingenuity,
you will probably discover more
than one novel way of meeting
day's demands. Others are
competing for identical goals.
Push on!
CANCER





especially in dealings with the
opposite sex.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124g
There may be a hitch in
certain arrangements now —
especially those involving
travel. Be prepared to in-,
provise.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
To be avoided: Irrational
moves, hasty conclusions,
misjudgments through
carelessness or prejudice. This
won't be difficult if you display
your usual foresight,
LD3RA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) larl
An "iffy" sort of day, much
depending on your initiative and
good judgment. You have
plenty of planetary backing to
carry out worthwhile moves
and plans, however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Influences beneficent. Take
advantage by pressing on




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Tip-top Jupiter influences
foster more of the grit and
ingenuity that won laurels for
you in the past. This will be a
good day for innovations.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Don't be tricked by the
bizarre. Overactivity also





(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some unusual activities in-
dicated, but certain tedious
matters will require attention
nonetheless. Pep them up with
one of those invokes "twists"
at which you are so adept.
PISCES
X(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Some trends changing.
Synchronize your activities to
accomodate. Curb a tendency to





YOU BORN TODAY are
always eager to be numbered
atnong the front-runners in
ambitious and worthwhile
enterprises even though you
at times, become
pirited over your life's work
or your means. You usually rise
above such moods, however,
because you are not only
ingenious and basically op-
timistic, but have that im-
portant "will to win." You have
an affinity for science and may
be especially attracted to
electronics or physics; may do
important research work in
either field. You could succeed
In the theater — as actor,
producer, playwright or critic
and, with your gift for writing,
would make an excellent
journalist. Other areas in
which, properly trained, you
could excel: teaching, painting,
any occupation which Involves
travel. Birthdate of: Luigi
Galvani, Ital. physicist: Leo
Tolstoi, Russian author.
In 1975, a total of 1,466 deaths
from boating accidents was re-
ported by the 'U.S. Coast
Guard. This includes 1,274
drownings and 192 deaths from
other causes.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Soburibers s‘loo born sof
noshed Sow boomo-allyorod
copy of Tbo flforroty Wiper I
Thom by 5:30 p. IIimalloy-
Prosy is by 3136 p. so
forfordayi aro urged to ea
753-1916 befesoo S:16 p. S.
mod 6 p. Illoway-frbisy,
or 134 p 0. old 4 p.
Sorivrtays, to Wore iofhpory
of tbo rawsperair. 06 one
bo *cod by 6 p. *sok-
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FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS PITCH IN—Friends and neighbors of Larry Weatherford, Rt. 5, Murray, recently pitched
in to harvest Weatherford's five-acre tobacco crop. Weatherford, hospitalized earlier this summer, is now
recuperating at home but was unable to work on his crop due to illness.
Staff Photo by Gene Aictutcheon
Neighbors Harvest Crop
A "helping hand" was ex-
tended to Larry Weatherford
of Murray Route Five, Cherry
Corner community, by his
neighbors and friends who
gathered on his farm to
harvest his tobacco crop.
Weatherford has been
hospitalized this summer, but
is now home and reported to
be doing well. He was able to
get his tobacco , crop out
earlier in the summer before
he became ill.
The neighbors and friends in
one afternoon cut and scaf-
folded five acres of dark fired
tobacco. Weatherford and his
family expressed appreciation
to the many persons who
extended a "helping hand."
Those assisting with the
cutting and scaffolding of the
tobacco were Clifford and
Faye Farris, Gaery and
Geneva Farris, Mason Mc-
Cuiston, Charlie Burkeen,
Fred Roberts, Larry Curd,
Pat Hodge, Earl Nix Wilson,
Will Ed Travis, Wade Roberts,
Ronald Housden, Phil
Housden, Keys and Lejenia
Farris, Billy Joe Kingins,
Danny Kingins, David
Kingins, Shea Sykes, Billy
Kingins, Hal Allbritten,
Frank Burkeen, Keith Skin-
ner, Calvin Hall, Terry and
Karen Hpusden, Kim Puckett,
The Valley Boys, Howard and
Jean Hill, Allen Hill, Dewayne
Hill, Steve Kline, Johnny
Colson, Tom Crowell, Joe
Thornton, Jack Ward, Dudley
and Rita Burton, Bill Ed
Hendon, Kenneth Geurin, Ike
Allbritten, and John Farris.
' Peanuts
LET'S SEE, SHALL







TO WASH HIS HANDS:
14E GAP FOR NO ONE
TO TOUCH IT 
YOU WILL REPORT

















SOMEOke I 1001./C LIKE





9ACK IN TAIE CELL BLOC/c'..
rSTEAK...THREE TIMES
A tyfl, ...SLEEP TILL
NOON!
Ni SURE THE Pcx)R ct, D
DEAP THINKS NO ONE ELSE
NOTICES Irrr_ c-muciar_












Baby Girl Erwin (Mother
Fara , Rt. 3 Benton, Baby Girl
Elkins (Mother Debra), 1308
McFadden Murray, Baby Boy
Miller (Mother Viola), Bx. 635
Murray, Baby Boy Ward
(Mother Lana), Bx. 790, Lake
Barkley State Park, Cadiz.
DISMISSALS
Raymond 0. Clark, Rt. 5 Bx.
451 Murray, Miss Gina
Thomas, 502 N. 5 Murray,
Miss Lisa R. Dick, Rt. 2 Hazel,
Russell H. Workman; Rt. 1
Murray, Mrs. Sandra B.
Murdock, Bx. 124 Lynville,
Mrs. Betty L. Kelso, 806 Sunny
Lane Murray, Mrs. Irene
Grugett, Rt. 1 Ahno, Ben-
jamin Bell, Rt. 3 Bx. 105-K
Murray, Mrs. Mildred J.
Curd, Rt. 5 Bx. 263 Murray,
Carmon Gordon, Rt. 6
Murray, Louie R. Sieting, Rt.
4 Bx. 101 Murray, Mrs.
Roberta Payne, Rt. 1 Far-
mington, Mrs. Janet M.
Duncan, Rt. 1 Dexter, Mrs.
Charlotte K. Ybanez and Baby
Girl, Rt. 3 Bx. 1017 Murray,
Mrs. Linda L. Sugar, 319 W.
Farthing Mayfield, Mrs.
Mamie M. Ford, Gen. Del.
Hardin, Mrs. Annamma
George, 222 S. 11 Murray, Mrs.
Margaret J. Tyler, Rt. 2 Bx. 78
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Diane
Wagner, 1010 County Cork Rd.
Murray, Mrs. Birdie Parker,
407 N. 10 Murray, Mrs.
Christine Cavitt, Rt. 2
Murray, Mrs. Zula A.
Bourland, Rt. 8 Bx. 25 Murray,
Frank J. Gerrain, 38 N.
Washington Athens, New




SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
, Americans travel abroad. in
4 greater numbers than any oth-
er nation, concludes a batik
card study.
This is indicated by hotel sta-
tistics sholOtfrglEBrAraericans
outrank all other nationalities
in hotel registrations outside
the United States. Next came
Canadians, Germans, French
arid British in that order, re-
pertS Bankamer icard-Visa .
FUN'S OVER'. SACK
INTO ̀ OUR GUAR





RECEIVES CITATION—Elva Baiey receives "Citation 
of the Year for Outstanding
Community Service" from Dr. Edward I. Feeney, 
Superintendent of Prince George's
County Schools, Maryland (at right). Jessie S. 
Warr, Jr., President of the Prince George's





Programs Office has been the
recipient of much praise
recently for activities in New
York City and Prince
George's County, Maryland.
A delegation of school of-
ficials from New York City
District Number 6 flew to
Goddard on May 27, 1977, to
present a plaque to the Center
for "Distinguished Con-
tributions, Magna Cum
Laude, to the Children of
District Number 6." This was
in recognition of the many
activities that occurred in
District Number 6 during a
Community Involvement
Program last December.
There were a number of TV
tapes done in Teleprompter
Cable TV studios, including an
award-winning cablecast
"Salute to Viking" which was
aired on Teleprompter's
Channel 10. It later received a
National Cable Television
Association Award, the
"Emmy" of that industry, as
"best educational. special for
cable programming in the
country."
In addition, assembly
BAILEY HONORED—Elva Bailey receives "Outstanding .
Service Award" from Dr. Robert S. Cooper, Director of
the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland.
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programs on space were
conducted for 16,000 students
in all schools of the district;
Aerospace Workshops were 1
conducted for 400 teachers and
the special "Salute to Viking"
was transmitted from GSFC 2
to Teleprompter Studios via
the Communications
Technology Satellite and from
Teleprompter to 100,000
homes in District Number 6.
Then on June 6, 1977, Elva
Bailey, Goddard's
Educational Programs Of-
ficer, "received a special
award at the Annual
Recognition Dinner given by
the Board of Education of
Prince George's County. The
Prince George's County
_Maryland School System is
the largest suburban school
system in the Nation.
Called "Citation of the Year
for Outstanding Community
Service" it was awarded, "for
the first time to a citizen
outside the school system," in
recognition of "outstanding






volunteers, have worked with
Prince George's County
educators in a number of
ways. These include:
— Placing special
education students from five




secondary school students in
their tentative career-choice
fields under the guidance of
Goddard professionals.
— Conducting -summer







school students on exhibit
materials for the GSFC
Visitor Center during the
Bicentennial year.
In addition, Bailey, in
cooperation with the
Maryland State Department
of Education, created a series
of 40 one-minute TV programs
on Maryland "firsts" in
science and technology which
were broadcast on educational
and commercial TV in the
state. He received a special
commendation for this effort
from the Maryland Bicen-
tennial Commission. Mr.
Bailey also recently received
an Outstanding Service Award
from the Goddard Space
Flight Center.
Bailey is a native of
Calloway County. He
graduated from New Concord
High School, Murray State
University and George
Peabody College for teachers
in Nashville, Tenn. His
mother, Caroline Bailey,
resides on North 8th Street in
Murray. His wife is Ruth
a Cathey Bailey and they reside
in Bowie, Maryland.
Bailey has been the director
of NASA-Goddard Space
Flight Centers Educational




i is a. no Mass
tree Perk* Al tee; Deer
What three elements
must combine in order to*
produce fire?
When abandoning a bon-
fire or camp fire, you
should:
O A. Let it go out alone.
O B. Stamp out the
embers.
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I WILL NOT be
responsible for any
debts other than my
own, effective Sep-




Effective Oct. I, PI77, tise
Illkormy Sessitertien Dept.
me leapt occept Hie use of
55-gellee dress es roles*










bring us yours for extra
copies_ Made from any
size into any stze
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 82.40. Fast ervice
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
_
PROVERBS 14:12 ' There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man, but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sore your right. or does
it Just seem right') To
make sure you are right.
read God's instruction
manual. The Holy Bible.
and be sure Don't %kait
until it's too late \ eed
assistance' Call ;33-
0984
— - - -
BF.I.TONF, FACTORY
fresh batteries Wallis
Drug Store, Murray . K y
Call 753-1272
•
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used paperbacks. Sell '2





3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to extend our
sincere thanks and
appreciation for the acts
of kindness, messages of
sympathy, food that was
brought in, and beautiful
floral offerings received
from our friends, neigh-
bors, and relatives
during our recent
bereavement in the loss
of our husband and
father, Andrew Wilson.
We especially thank







Home and staff, and
Blalock Coleman
Funeral Home.
The .Family of Andrew
Wilson
5 Lost And Found
LOST YOUNG male cat.
grey tiger striped in





The Kentucky Department of Transportation,
Bureau of Highways, is planning to proceed with the
development of the proposed highway improvement
on the Mayfield-Murray Road (KY 121), SP 18, 123-
8L, BRF 121 (1), which consists of bridge
replacement and approaches at West Fork of Clarks
River.
The project has been declared a non-major
Federal action and as such does not require the
preparation of a formal environmental statement.
Maps, plans and other relevant project data are
available for public inspection at the District Office,
located approximately five miles east of Paducah,
Kentucky, on US 62-68.
Design Approval has been requested from the






10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Dixieland Shopping Center
Sponsored by
Humane Society of Calloway County
'Heap Us Naga Animals
tins
HELP CARTER!
Keep the heat down in this roomy 4 bedroom with ther-
ms, windows, and insulation to keep you warm. .
ruggedly handsome design accented by rustic wood and
brick... sunken hying room, den, lovely new carpeting...




Loretta lobs - 753-6079 Bin Payne - 733-9794
Helen Spann - 753-8579 Brenda Ione% - 753-8668
AUCTION SALE
Sote-r-day, September 10th, 10 a.m. at the NoroW
JOINIS HOMO, Ill Valley Drive, Mayfield, Ky. Leave
Highway 121 on North 136 Extended, 3 blocks fast
of this forgroands.
Large building piled full of choice collector
items that were picked out of 20 or more years of
operating Mayfield Salvage Store. Butter dish,
coffee mill, sterling silver. M. K. and T. railroad
silver, china dolls, cedar churn, tin door pie safe,
small money safe, sugar bucket, hundreds of
collector and little big books, advertising prints,
pictures and post cards, from 1850 to 1940. All in
nice shape. Choice 1907 Worlds Fair collector
items, choice old stamps, old lamps, icebox,
rockers, and chairs, antique shop tools, picture
frames, antique futniture, filing cabinets,
trunks, glass, china, silver, lumber, iron, plum-
bing, electrio supplies, flat top office desk and oil
painting. It would be impossible to itemize and
describe all of the goodies. For information call
Chester and Miller
Auction Service
43S-412$ or 43S-4144 trio Grove, Ky.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of T. C.
Emerson Jr. wishes to
thank every one for the
kindness shown them,
the many flowers, food
and other deeds of
'kindness helped to make
our burden lighter.
Thanks to the Westview
Nursing Home, the
nursis, staff and all who
gave us words of
comfort, Dr.. Quer-
termous, Bro. John
Dale, the Max Churchill
Funeral Home, Oneida
White for the beautiful
organ music. God bless
every one.










Take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for FREE






to dci hospitals, in-
dustrial and large
commercial work. Must
be capable of layouts
and coordination of
subcontractors. Prefer 5
to 10 years experience.
Send resume to Hartz-
Kirkpatrick Con-
struction Company, P.




a competent sheet metal






Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32S.
NEED BABYSITIER in
my home. Call 753-8624
after 5 p. m.
LADY TO STAY in home
of elderly couple. For
information call 492-8165

































TUESDAY NIGHT SEPTEMBER 13th
Oteern Fashion Slow with fashions from
PADDY'S CORNER, Clinton
Delightful, different, and entertaining
all the latest in Foil with oi
Your Reservation Now. 





One or two openings on
days. Men or women.
Some jobs are per-
manent, some tem-















Call James A. King, 502-
222-1584 days, 502-222-
1189 nights.
Will LOOKING FOR AN IN-





is expanding and looking for
qualified individuals In this
area to manufacture highly
marketable plastic items. If






supplies, and machinery for
the initial start.
You must provide ambition,.
approximately .200 sq ft. of
operating room, and capital of
15,975.00.
No selling necessary No age
or experience requirements












Some 6 per cent interest
loans available. Call 502-
E185-1795 after 5.
12 Insurance
14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY 'used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WANT TO BUY green
beans, will pick. Call
753-4188.
TWO FULL grown
Guinea hens. Call 436-
5429 after 1 p. m.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
Sonny IL Yode Pucliett's
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT E
ii.111,4)I0 BUFFET i,- 'A fish least al all nig care to eat" Ztorail' Music By "THE BOOTLEGGERS" Fri.-Sot :
...,401.40N, SCbTTV DAVIS BM (fit the ergot)
ee aq
Wed., Thurs., Sun. .
a'..SUNDAY NICifiT BUFFET - -4
COUNTRY HAM Fovvhdisil dill vole too osit inviiidiois 'd,„,
CATFISH SOUP& SALAD BAR ::(
FRIED CHICKEN Horn•rno& Biscuits &
. Sorghum Molasses .
OPINING SOON!
Stoney & Vido's GENERAL STORE
_ Specializing ia Jeweler, Gilts, Aneigeas Firreirser
.1
TNI CAIN is lecstill at Perches/ Parkirey Niways 45 SI









1-12 CU. Fr. G. E. white"
refrigerator freezer.
$11.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
SALE - al toI chimney,













SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6 50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. 'Plywood 34"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per ilich Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
'7" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stal-es at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
Patios ,- carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
SOUP'S ON, the rug that
is. clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".
BURCH TWO row






end maple tables and
coffee table, desk, round
table, couch, set of snare
drums, with stand and
case, bowling ball and
case. Call 753-3064. •
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
' Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
FOLD OUT couch. Call
evenings, 753-7522.
KING SIZE mattress and
springs. $50. Five years





KING SIZE water bed




pertone, $75. Call 753-
173.1
COMP i ,ETE BEDROOM
suit, wood. Electric
guit;ir and amp.















TWO ROW FORD corn
picker mounted on
International tractor.
Elevator and 2 wagons.
$2,000. Call 437-4750.
1961 INTERNATIONAL 2




1 9 7 3 MARLIN
RUNABOUT. 16 ft. Red




skis. Priced in 3's. Call
753-8114 after 4 p. m.
BOYS 24" 10 speed








Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake






organs. Rent to pur-
chase plap. Lonardo
Piano Corzipany, across








Avoid Costly Nome Repairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Sens sissisol .01 operrisil over 111
Tsars. be se Nip any essisiver
I. finished.






made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








LTD FORD 1970, 4 door,
with air, good condition.
One bench grinder, new,
15' deep freeze 4 month
old. Wood heating stove.
Call 437-4801.
RABBITS, YOUNG does
and bucks. Also eating
Rabbit, $2.50, dressed
free. Call 753-8834.
14,000 BTU G. E. Air
Conditioner, Close Out




fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
24 Miscellaneous
1-G. E. HEAVY Duty
Washer, harvest gold.
$16.00 per month WAC.





$12.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
NEW 19" Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
27 Moblle Home Sales
12 x 110 BUCANEER
mobile home, 2 bedroom
partially furnished, 10 x
10 frame storage
building. Extra clean,
gas furnace and, tank.
Air conditioner. Call 474-
2741.
12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments, Call 759-
1039.







USED TRAILER 8 x 48
needs work. Call 489-
2640 after 5 p. m.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.




16th Street. Call 753-
3855.










mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent
APARTMENT near-,
downtown Murray. Call
at noon or after 5, 753-
4109.
FURNISHED APART-




36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
31 Livestock Supplies
BEAUTIFUL 2u2 YEAR
old Bay Quarter horse
gelding. Ready for






Beautiful hone in del} with small business
capabilities. Nine Atoms, 11442 baths, two
fireplaces, large den, dining room, three or more
bedrooms, radiant heat, and central air. Owner
moved out of state and has reduced the price
$2,500.00. Owner would also consider renting







14 HENS FOR sale. 12
large. Call 753-6295.
Ph YEAR OLD black
Angus bull. Call 753-
4504.
AQHA QUARTER horse





with floor stand cage.
Toys and feed included.
Call after 5, 753-0345.
STUD SERVICE in ex-







grown, 10 to 12 inches, 8
to 12 lbs..131ack and rust
or red. Champion AKC
bloodlines. Lookers
welcome. Call 753-5421
after 5 p. m.
TWO BEAGLE pups, 7
months old. Already
running. 12 x 18 ft.- all




sale. $300 firm. Call 753-
0237.
HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico.
one tan and white, one




September 10. 9-6 p. m.




nit ur e and
miscellaneous.
YARD SALE, 1004 Payne
Street. Saturday Sep-
tember 10, 9 till ?
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. 8:30 till dark.,
One mile on Pottertown
Road, Highway 280.
Quilt top, shoes, men
and women's clothes,




7, 8, and 9 at 503 Elm
Street, 8 a. m.-5 p. m.
New quilts, and tops,
dishes, chairs, some
antique.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
1805 Greenbriar Road
Don't let the SOLD sign go up before you con-
sider this nice three bedroom home, central heat
and air. Extra large closets. Other features in-
clude living room, family room, eat in kitchen
with built in range and dishwasher. Garage is
paneled and carpeted for an extra large
playroom or studio. Price LOW 30's.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
PoiMob., Located Southside Court Square
84" Open Daily Monday-Saturday
r•'.57 Phone 753-4451




see a live demonstration













MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE






























New fall, winter mer-
chandise. Saturday
Bargain Barn. 13th and
Main. 9-4 p. m.
YARD SALE at 1503 West
Main, next to the
Lutheran Church.
Friday, 9-5, and





YARD SALE, 1669 Ryan.










other items. 8 a. m.-5 p.
m. End of airport road
follow the signs.
YARD SALE, September
24th from 7 a. m. to 5 p.








sale. Baby basinet, back
pack, nursery items,








and 10 from 8-5, 1002
Fairlane Drive.
YARD SALE. Antiques -
all kinds of household
items. Radios. Friday,
9th. 9 till 5. 105 N. 14th."
TWO FiUAILT
-GARAGE SALE
May and Saturday, Sep-
amber • and II, Ail DAY.




sage, mens clothing, sC€7d6-
WM shirts, ladies clothing size
12-111, lots of odds and ends. 5
and 10 cads items. Sameadng
for everyone.
313 Seeth Oth Street
MI .146 11E" X IC 1-1
41 Public Sales




7 a. m. at 730 Fairlane
Drive. Bicycle,
typewriter and table,
end tables, girls clothes
and toys.
FOUR PARTY yard sale -
Friday and Saturday.














Sept. 17, 18, 19
10 A.N.
DUE TO A LARGE
EXPANSION FOR
THE 1978 SEASON, we











NOW IS THE TIME to see
this lovely 4 bedroom
brick, 3 baths, formal
dining, large lot with
'mature trees in the








South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1961
Two professional positions available in Fulton Sob-
:team Abase Cantor. Basic discipline preferred;
;waster's degree in social WOrit, psychology or 'wr-
iting. One position for Homo Manager. No specific
qualifications. Oao position for socretary/rocop-
florist. Duties include typing, Ring, general office
work.
Contact
Jim Large, Fulton Mental Health Cneter




We or. marefectorms of chemical specialities for the indestrisl,
institutions' sad commerrial inerbas.
If yogi ere. herd worker with a strawy desire to sincceed, (sides
expetionce eptionat) we will invest our time sad looney to belp
you become soccessfal.
$200 to 5.330 weekly drew mrd incentives easiest Morel com-
missions. Expense ellogrance while training. Excellesit fringe
benefits.
Send Resume to. DELTA FOREMOST CRENICAL
P 0. Box 30310, Memphis, Tenn. 38130





Due to our many tales we need all
types of listings.
Call us and we will assist you in pricing
your property to sell.
Our professionals are ready to serve
you.
Guy Spann Realty
"YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE"
WM Sycamore Pk°. 753-F724
43 Real Estate
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on • two sides. Good.
developing property. or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
YEAR-ROUND HOME
with view of lake. Quiet




nice, storm doors and
windows, central gas
heat, priced in the 20s.
Call 753-1492 LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.
PLENTY SQ. FT. in this 3
bedroom brick on South
16th Street with large
fenced backyard and
ample storage. Priced to
sell in mid 20's. VA loan
available. Wilson Ins.




home with entry foyer,
formal living room,
large den with fireplace,
2 baths, central electric
heat and air. Large
double garage with
storage. Situated on two
acres only 3 miles west
of city just off Hwy. 94
West on blacktop road.
You must see this
comfortable home if
you're interested in the
quiet country life. For
further information, call



















78 ACRE FARM with
approximately 62 ten-
dable acres. Priced in
50's. 25 ACRES with
over 1300 feet of high-
way frontage and priced
at $15,000.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home and 23 acres,
priced in the 40's and a
good buy.
ANOTHER CHOICE
LISTING - 3 bedroom
home and 12 acres.
Located 71/2 miles from
Murray. Large pole
barn on property and all
acreage fenced. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for information on
all our farm listings.
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS - four
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home on tree-shaded lot.
5 miles northwest of
Murray city limits
Central heat and air,
central vacuum system,
intercom, large family
room with fireplace and
lots more. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 for more in-
formation or come by
,pur conveniently located
/ Office at 711 Main.




Two of these lots are in
Circarama Subdivision
--and owner wants offer.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for







LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 31/2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.









short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
ACRE LOT WITH all
hooftups. 21/2 miles East
of Murray. Call after 5,
753-0345.
45 Farms For Sale
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE by







and carport. 28 x 54
garage aqd work shop.




NICE NEW four bedroom
house with 21/2 baths
family room with
fireplace and formal
dining room. Priced in
the 50s. Must see to
appreciate. Call 753-
3903.
FRAME HOUSE, 3 rooms
and bath. Utility room
downstairs. One large
room upstairs. Lot
x 87'1'. Call 753-
0833.
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
excellent for 2 people.
Call 753-7948.
47 Motorcycles
1971 SUZUKI GT-750. Call
759-1331.
1975 HONDA CL 360.
Extra clean. 1974




175 ELSINORE, XR 75
Honda, XL 100 trail bike,
CB 500 Honda. Call 753-
4509.





bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 438-2216.
48 A ' SerVICe
FOR SALE (2) deep dish
14 x 6% rocket mags for
Plymouth oir Ford. $40,






between Sand 7 p: m.
1972 PONTIAC c on-
verti ble, red with white
top, air, sharp. $2650.
1966 V. W. Kerman
Ghia, 40,000 miles, extra
nice, collectors item,
$2,000. 1977 Ford pickup,
150 Super Cub, 460
engine, AM-FM stereo,
tape, cruise control, air,
blue and white, 24,000
miles, sharp. $5,600. Call
753-6172.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.









10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and°
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1971 CHEVELLE Malibu.
New tires. good con-
dition, 3400 miles, AM-
FM, 8 track stereo,
power steering, air
condition, just tuned up.
Call 767-2142 ask for
Paul.
1968 BUICK ELECTRA














dition. Call 753-4620 or
see at 1667 Calloway
Ave.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.




Rtirod, reedy to ass. Or bay a 11-11a14 sad 
says (oriole,* and
ready to wassenhis isO pet. 24:50 standard, but 
will rye soy she
needed. Shop the rest this come to Cantons heilt 
end 6,11 the bill
for less. BUNT PROTA1113 BUILDINGS
HOME SWEET HOME
Ever think of being a gentleman farmer? Buy
this choice property and your dreams wl come
true. Home and 40 acres with lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5 ponds in wooded setting.
Several outbuildings, fenced area for horses,
pine forest with walking and riding trails r•ean-
dering to a beautiful 1 acre lake surrounded by
wooded hillsides. You'll not see another picture





49. Used Cars A Trucks
1972 DATSUN 2 door, 4
speed, $795. 1973
-Plymouth wagon, air,




k• ton. Excellent, good
radio. $625. Call 435-4494
after 5 p. m.
1974 MERCURY Cougar,
one onwer, 25,000 miles,
sun roof, FM-AM radio
and tape player, chrome
wheels and new tires.
62650. Call 489-2595.




black on black, 3 speed
automatic 318, ET
maga, Must sell. Call
489-2604.
1973 BUICK REGAL.
Extra clean, sharp. Call
753-4358.
1964 OLDS .98 Holiday
club coupe. One owner.
30,000 mile car. Call 436-
2427.
1977 COUPE DE VILLE
Cadillac, loaded with
equipment. 1977 El WILL HAUL LIME or
Camino, loaded with white rock or sand. Call











roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack







estimates. Call 75 ,3111',316.
GUITAR LESSONS given








Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sit; ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
NEED A LIGHT duty
pickup for that odd job?
Call Murray Leasing,
Inc. 753-1372.
1975 GRAND PRIX. Red
with white top, all
power, air condition,
factory tape, new tires.
Local car. $3795. Call
after 6 p. m. 753-4469..
1962 CHRYSLER, good
work car or hunting car.
Call 436-5395 after 3:30 p.
m.
1972 MERCURY Mon-
terey, 4 door, white with
black vinyl top, double















ficient service. NO job





steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July














struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








Company Inc. Air con-












home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




Call us before you haul.
We haul lime, gravel,
sand, white rock, etc.
Call 382-2646 after 5 p.
m.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,





exterior. By the hour or










TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.









437-4533 or after g p. m.
3541151 or 3544138.
FOR your septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




nipasd deans carpets as...
MKT -
311 pound portable power-
house does all the work
IFFECTIVELT -
cleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and
ICONONOULLT -
is clea the way
professionals do-at Ildt
grime in a single sweep
a fraction of the cost
f35(
YOU 
;j5 PERSA  VE ATLI'?.0 
tiaret.












after 5 p. m.
Chest-, u. 753-Wt
54 Free Column
FREE KITTENS red and




ladvitiaels, male or female, warted by I.P.S. for lfs• safe of
emu brand photo products mid processing L.. L.
KODAK POLAROID WESTINONOUSE
EVEREADY NOLSON ALBUMS KEYSTONE
Perches' of airchemilloe oak. Ifikelmmse purchase Is $5227. is
part .4th. fart growing blies Maw photo kaisetryl
Cal Ni. Orson (Toll fres) 1-090-1140-1200 or collect 514-2211-
1753 or write
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO SUPPLY
144 IL Third Si.
Coleman, Ohio 43215
Come See Our New Store!
Factory Surplus - Name brand merchandise.
Paris, Tennessee, 204 N. Brewer Street. Drapes
and rods, sheers, bedspreads, all sizes, blankets,




Seam*, September 10.0 10... at tho lato
Vim Clark boom From Murray take Hwy. 94 East
approx. 4 miles, Our,, so-41 at meths sign, p to
last bows, on grovel road.
Will sell: 1962 Mercury Comet 29,000 actual
miles very clean. 600 Ford tractor, plow, disc
and cultivator; tractor mower, farm wagon,
unused metal roofing, rototiller, wheelbarrow,
lawn mower, electric range, frostfree
Westinghouse refrigerator (2 mo. old), upright
freezer, breakfast set, lawn glider and chairs,
elect. fan, vacuum cleaner, coffee table, 2 living
room suits (1 vinyl), vinyl rocker; 21" 'IV,
telephone bench (maple), three 4KW elec.
heaters, approx. 20,000 BTU air conditioner, old
double tub elect. washing machine wringer type,
hospital bed and wheelchair, odd lamps, coal
stove. ANTIQUES: Walnut bed and matching
marble top dresser, hall tree, fancy iron bed, oak
dining chairs, chifferobe, treadle sewing
machine, floor lamp, 2 lamp tables, large
shadow boi picture frame, 2 kerosene lamps, 3
Hull pottery vases, quilts, milk pitcher, carnival
water set, kitchen clock, lots of crock bowls,
churns, jars and jugs; 2 trunks, tea kettle,
skillets and dutch ovens, shoe last, ox yoke, man-
tle piece, horse drawn equipment, chicken coop,
spinning wheel, handpainted bowl, sugar and
creamer, lots of depression glass (tumblers,
cookie jar, preserve stand, plates, cups,
saucers), pattern glass, oak lamp table, 5 gal.
churn complete, cream separator, egg basket,
crank churn, celery dish, old scales, cotton car-
ds, sugar bucket, china head doll, old books, bot-
tles, pots, pans, boxes of miscellaneous items too
numerous to mention.
Not responsible for accidents. Detailed an-
nouncements day of sale. Eats and drinks
available.
For all your auction needs and information call
Terry Shoemaker 436-5327
Bob W. (Frosty) Miller 492-8594
Auctioneers
HILLSIDE RANCH - Brand New - In Pirate's Cove FLY IN - TIE DOWN. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, Large kitchen, dining area. FULL Basement to finish to
your needs, double car garage is part of it. If you like swimming, fishing, Ten-
nis, Boating, it's all here. Central heat and air with Heat Pump will keep down




After Boars: Write Nt.. 5, Unto., Ky. 42025
June Sheppard - 354-116110
Nelsen Shreat - 438-22U
Bee Pftehell - 354-8211
Rath Ryan - 354-0530
Jean Bailey - 382-4866
Joan Wilson (Cadiz) 124-5471
• •
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I Funerals
Services Are Today
At Oak Grove For
Mrs. Elisha Orr
Funeral services for Elisha
T. Joy 1 Orr are-being held
today at two p. M. at the Oak
Grove Baptist Church, where
she was a member, with the
Rev. Virgil Blankenship _and
the Rev. Phillip Mansfield
officiating. The music is by
Olivene Erwin and Blon-
davene Cook.
Serving as pallbearers are
Max Paschall, William Gerald
Paschall, I.udie Malray,
Marvin Lassiter` Robert
Lassiter, and Hugh W. Foster.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Orr, age 61, a resident
of 1508 Canterbury, Murray,
died Wednesday at 4:30 a. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Elisha T. Orr;
father, Arline Paschall, Route
Three, Puryear, Tn.; two
daughters, Mrs. Charles
(Carolyn) Guthrie, Hazel
Route One,. and Mrs. Jerry
Karen ) Shekell, Paducah
Route Three; one sister, Mrs.
Adolphus r Reba) Paschall,
Route Three, Puryear, Tn.;
two brothers; Hilcired and





The funeral for Mrs.
Elizabeth Tunr&I will be held
Friday at eleven a, m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
A. M. Thomas officiating.
Mrs,' Bea Farrell will be the
organist.
Active pallbearers will be
Robert Peskuski, Ray Walsh,
Carroll W. Guy, Lestile
Elkins, Maurice Crass, and
Bob Wessell. Honorary
pallbearers will be Dr. Donald
Hughes, Jack Attkisson, Joe
Dick, Bob Johnson, and Bob
Burton. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Timmel, age 71, died
Wednesday at 8:45 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Carl
Timmel, died July 12, 1973.




daughters, Mrs. Joe ( Carleen )
Belcher, Murray Route Six,
and Mrs. Randy (Elizabeth)
Tardy, Little Rock, Ark.; four
grandchildren, Mrs. Larry
(Jill Egstrom, Tim Belcher,
and Brad Belcher, all of
Murray. and. Eddie Tardy,
Little Rock, Ark.; two great
grandchildren, Carissa




Wiley B. Stallons, brother of
Noah Stations of Aurora, died
Tuesday at 1:30 a.m. at/the
Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
He was 81 years of age and a
resident of Cadiz Route Two.
The deceased was a veteran
of World War I, a retired
farmer and carpenter, and a
member of Mt. Pleasant
Baptist Church. His wife, Mrs.
Mary Bridges Stallons, died In
1975.
Mr. Stallons is survived by
one son, Charles Stallons,
('adiz; one foster son, J. W.
I.angston, Cadiz; two
brothers, Noah of Aurora and
Warner of Trigg County; two
sisters, Mrs. Durwood Lan-
caster of Hopkinsville and
Mrs. R. A. Bearden of Tampa,
Fla.; three grandchildren;
four great grandchildren.
The funeral wa held
Wednesday at two p.m. It the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadi2, with the Rev.
Leonard Young officiating.
Burial was in the Lawrence
Cemetery in Trigg County.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
355.8, down 0.2.
Below dim 302.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m, 355.8,
down 0.1.
Below dam 902.8, down 0.3.
Carter Faces Uphill Battle
On Ratification Of Treaty
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — The Carter
administration has Latin American
backing for the new Panama Canal
treaty, but the support of the American
people and Congress is still in doubt.
After the colorful treaty-signing
ceremony, attended by 27 visiting
leaders, the spotlight is focusing on
opponents of the pact.
Two long-time foes of relinquishing
control of the waterway planned to
argue their case today before the
Senate Judiciary subcommittee on
separation of powers: former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan and
Rep. Daniel Flood, 1)-Pa.
With public opinion polls showing
only, minority support for the treaty,
Carter faces an uphill fight in his bid to
convince two-thirds of the Senate that
the accord is in the national interest.
American officials say the President
is expected to use three main
arguments in his campaign for the
treaty. •
He is expected to stress the
international support the treaty enjoys,
a point amply demonstrated
Wednesday night.
The 27 foreign leaders were at the
Organization of American States
headquarters to watch Carter and
Panamanian head of government Omar
Torrijos mark the formal end of 13
years of negotiation with the signing.
The officials said Carter will also
seek support by campaigning against
the present treaty, which dates from
the turn of the century.
He told the OAS gathering, 'That
treaty, drafted in a world so different
from ours, has become an obstacle to
better relations with Latin America."
At a White House dinner for the
visiting hemispheric dignitaries after
the OAS ceremony, Carter noted that no
Panamanian had read the 1903 treaty
before it was signed.
The third point Carter will use in the
coming weeks focuses on the provision
in the treaty guaranteeing the United
States the right to ensure canal
neutrality even after Panama assumes
control of the waterway at the end of
this century.
Carter said the treaty marks "the
commitment of the United States to the
belief that fairness, not force, should lie
at the heart of dealings with the nations
of the world."
Torrijos said that while the old treaty
was a -technical conquest," it also was
a "colonial conquest."
"To be strong carries with it an
obligation to be just," he said.
At the end of the 30-minute ceremony,
Carter and Torrijos embraced warmly.
There were some dissenting voices to
the signing. In Panama, demonstrators
advocating an immediate takeover of
the canal hurled stones and shouted
slogans at the Foreign Ministry.
Carter Said Firm
In Support Of Lance
WASHINGTON AP — President
Carter is reported to be firm in his
support of budget director Bert Lance
as a Senate committee opens a full-
scale inquiry into the former Georgia
banker's financial dealings.
The Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee began its investigation of
Lance today, calling Comptroller of the
Currency John G. Heimann as one of its
first witnesses.
Lance is scheduled to appear before
the Senate panel next week and it
appeared certain the long-time friend
of President Carter would resist
mounting pressure for his resignation
at least until he testifies.
Lance's. lawyer, Clark Clifford, a
former defense secretary and a Carter
envoy in the Cyprus dispute, said
Wednesday he expects his client and
the President to "sit down and assess
the entire situation and reach some
conclusion."
Clifford said such a meeting would be
held after Lance gets his "day in court"
before the Senate committee, the same
panel that recommended his
confirmation to head the Office of
Management and Budget.
On Wednesday, Heimann issued his.
second report on Lance's past financial
affairs, again saying he found nothing
illegal but noting he had referred some
transactions to the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. for "additional
inquiry."
A spokesman for the corpordtion
confirmed that it had received a letter
from Heimann and said it will do
1.D
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of los.....terest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp of
Murray , areas follows
Neuf:nein Inc. 24% +14
McDonalds Corp 4914 -%
Ponderosa Systems 1314 -%
Kimberly Clark 4314 -ki
Union Carbide 46% -%
W. R. Grace 27% unc
Texaco 27% unc
General Elec. 547  -I%
GAF Corp 9% -%
Georgia Pacific 26% -'-"a
Pfizer 26's -%
Jim Walters , 26% unc
Kirsch  17 unc
Disney 39% -%
Franklin Mint 9% imc
Prices of stocks of soca' intert-. at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av -199
Airco .............. 211%.14
Am. Motors 3% unc
Ashland Oil 31
A.T. & T 61% 4-%
Ford Motor Co. 43%
Gen. Dynamics 55% -14






Ftepublic Steel 23% +14
Singer Mfg 24 unc
Tappan 1114 -%
Western Union 19% -4
Zenith Radio  17% 14
-Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 8, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 446 Est 500 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2 206230 lbs 940.50-40.75
US 1-3 206240111s 240.2440.50
US 2-4 240-200 11w. $39 504012
US 3-4 200-24011n 83675-3950
Sows
US 1-2 lbs 835.00-30i0
us 1 lbs $34.00-35.00
U51-3 I: '-'lbs.   $35.50-36.50
US 2-3 300400 Its . $34.011-34.00
HoWs 24116771N
everything possible to cooperate with
the comptroller."
Bringing the corporation into the
investigation means that five federal
agencies, as well as the Senate
committee, are now looking into
Lance's financial dealings.
Meanwhile, the Washington Post
urged Lance to quit, saying in an
editorial in today's editions: "Mr.
Lance has now become an intolerable
burden and distraction to a President
who needs his full energies for larger
purposes than defending the past
record of an old friend. Mr. Lance can
now perform only one useful service for
the President, and that is to resign."
The New York Daily News said in an
editorial in today's editions that
Lance's usefulness as budget director
has been "destroyed" and that, "If
Lance won't resign gracefully,
President Carter ought to pull the plug
on his pal."
And The New York Times said in an
editorial today that "For the President
to ask for Mr. Lance's resignation is
not, finally, to surrender to lynch-mob
injustice but to demonstrate an
understanding and mastery of the
rough-and-tumble of national politics.
The most important issue is not Mr.
Lance's probity as a banker but Mr.
Carter's sagacity as a politician."
On Tuesday, the comptroller's office
turned information about Lance's use
of a Georgia bank's private aircraft
over to the Justice Department,
Federal Elections Commission and
Internal Revenue . Service for
investigation.
There were reports Wednesday that
many Carter administration executives
had been aboard the bank-owned
aircraft. Carter confidante Charles
Kirbo was quoted as saying Lance
always had seemed to have an airplane
at his disposal and that he didn't know
the plane was owned by Lance's bank.
The Los Angeles Times said in its
editions today that the documents being
studied by the Justice Department
show that among those flying on
Lance's National Bank of Georgia
.-,aircraft before they became part of the
Carter administration were Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance, Treasury
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal and
chief economic adviser Charles
Schultze. Carter also was a passenger
on the plane.
In ashington, ,.s'oiiç 2,000
demonstrators mare* near e White
House. Their target; howeveri. was not
the treat) but the presente of 11
military leaders from Latin America. •
'They carried placards saying,
"Carter's Human Rights Policy —
Dinner with Fascists."
Tuition. . .
(Continued from Page One)
council's action might have done more
harm than good by cutting funds out of
the budget.
Tuition fur out-of-state students rose
to $1,200 this fall, while Kentuckians
must pay $W
Sen. Delbert Murphy, D-Owensboro,
said it seemed as though the council
was merely "switching dollars — and
that the deficit was still being made up
out of the taxpayer's pocket. Under the
tuition waiver plan, Kentuckians would
still hav to subsidize expenses for out-
of-state students, he said.
Snyder acknowledged that would be
the case if the university were
operating at full capacity, but said he
wouldn't be able to determine the
actual cost-benefit ratio until
registration figures become available
next week
Murphy and Rep. Terry Mann, I)-
Newport, suggested that perhaps the
unused dormitories could be
converted to some other university use.
Rep. Allene Craddock, D-
Elizabethtown, asked Snyder to find out
how many of the non-Kentuckians
registered at MSU were living in off-
campus housing, but taking advantage
of the tuition break.
Snyder was asked to report back to
the committee at its next meeting Oct.
21.
In other action, the committee
approved a 43-page report submitted by
the educational statute review
subcommittee. The committee voted to
pre-file the subcommittee's
recommendations for amending
Kentucky statutes related to education.
Sen. David Karem, 1)-Louisville, said
the recommended changes were
mainly housekeeping measures aimed
at weeding out laws that were no longer
feasible, had been declared
unconstitutional, or were outmoded.
The committee also passed a
resolution requesting the Council on
Higher Education to develop a program
of grants-in-aid to medical students
which would require them to serve a
specified number of years in areas of
the state with a shortage of physicians.
The resolution also asked the council
to develop a system to ensure that an
equitable number of students from each
congressional district be admitted to
Kentucky's two medical schools.
Campus. . .
(Continued from Page One I
issued last Wednesday barring the city
of Murray from interfering with the
construction of a pedestrian overpass
at the intersection of 15th and Chestnut
and the rerouting of Chestnut Street
underneath the overpass.
The street was closed to allow
contractors to proceed with the project
but Mayor Scott and members of the
Murray Police Department removed
the barricades closing the street on
August 26. Scott has contended that
alternative routes were not provided to
enable fire and police department
personnel to reach the interior of the
campus quickly in the event of an
emergency.
The street was closed again last
Thursday following the issuance of the
resi.raining order by Circuit Court
Judge James M. Lassiter. The order
came as a result of a lawsuit filed by the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation.
Mayor Scott has also maintained that
he does not feel the state has the right to
Close the street.
"If they (the highway department)
can do it here, they can do it
anywhere," Scott has said.
Mayor Scott has 20 days in, which to
respond to the restraining order.
"Speaking appointments include
six nations and forty-two states."
4.
New Blackbird Weapon Studied
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)--A new weapon has
been developed for use in the
war on blackbirds, but it
probably will be at least a
year before Kentucky officials
can add it to their arsenal.
The new material,
developed by the Department
of the Interior, is designed to
kill blackbirds on contact, but,
it must pass field tests before
it can be licensed for use, said
Coburn Gayle, director of pest
and noxious weed control for
the state Agriculture
Department.
That means that state
officials once again will have
to use the chemical detergent
PA-14 to try to eliminate some
of the blackbird population.
Gayle said the chemical isn't
very effective, but it's the only
legal tool available, so it will
be used.
The chemical strips the
birds' feathers of their
protective coating so that they
freeze when it rains.
Blackbirds are considered a
menace to public health
because their droppings may
carry disease, and to farmers
because they eat millions of
dollars worth of grain.
Gayle said in an interview
Wednesday that state officials
had hoped Kentucky would be
selected as a test site for the
new material this year.
However, the Interior
Department shied away from
selecting either Kentucky or
Tennessee, possibly because
the blackbird problem "seems
to be too hot" in both states,
Gayle said.
Federal officials probably
knew that state officials would
demand immediate use of the
material if it proved effective
in the field, he said.





which doesn't have a name
yet—could be ready for use
about eight or nine months
after field testing has been
completed, Gayle said,
possibly in time for next
winter's skirmish with the
blackbirds.
However, there could well
be legal objections filed to use
of the new agent—as there
were over the use of PA-
14—which could delay the date





BOSTON (AP) — Women
who drink heavily are twice as
likely to bear sickly, deformed
babies as mothers who use
liquor moderately or not at all,
a new study shows. The
findings in the study in today's
New England Journal of
Medicine are based on a
review by Boston University
doctors of the drinking habits
of 633 pregnant women at
Boston City Hospital.
MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
Basing her campaign on "the
right of everyone to know they
will get a fair trial," attorney
Mona Krueger defeated Dane
County Judge Archie
Simonson in a recall election
sparked by his _courtroom
remarks on rape. Ms.
Krueger, 33, parlayed outrage
at Simonson's comments
linking rape and women's
revealing clothing into 27,244
votes and a 35 per cent
plurality Wednesday. Six
candidates were on the ballot
in the first judicial recall
election in Wisconsin history.
INTERNATIONAL
BONN, West Germany ( AP)
— The kidnapers of industry
leader Banns Martin Schleyer
have threatened to execute
him unless the search for him
is halted, the West German
government revealed today.
The execution threat . was
contained in a ransom letter
the government made public
24 hours after it failed to meet
a deadline set by the
kidnapers for the release of 11
jailed terrorists.
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
Diplomats in Nairobi see
Ethiopia's break in diplomatic
relations with Somalia as the
prelude to a declaration of war
or an effort to pressure the
Kremlin into cutting off arms
to the Somalis. A broadcast









Hand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 4 store inventory.
Save on clusters, sets,
solitaires, wedding bonds,
pendants, ond earrings.
Huge discounts and a
free bonus gift ,
MICHELSON'
Y./ t
('J Bel A, Shopp,,,g
Murroy
Our bonus gift to you this month
only with ony diamond purchase













ITS SUMMERTIME AND THE DODGE
DEALS ARE EASY.
DODGE ASPEN WAGON.
deai,n on all the great Dodge cars a, 1 in
Stock Dodges like the handsome Aspen wagon
Unit it appeared on the Scene sort, wagons were
either too big to maneuver easily or too small
to carry big loads Aspen changed all that ucth a
unique size all Is own A cargo capai and .1
smooth ride rovalrnq those of sort, larger wagons
And Aspen s easy to maneuver too WO f our -door
Comfort and scorn to spare Plu4s-a lung list of
standard features mcfuiang
Power front disc rear drum brakes
Electronic Ignition
Transverse torsion-bar front suspension
Unibody construction
Factory antirust protection
Durable vinyl bench seal
Color-keyed carpeting
Dodge
Jim Fain Motors
818 Sycamore 753-11432
